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‘A Life, Not Just a Living’

Dr. Fran Dickson, professor and chair in the Department of Communication Studies, made a pithy

remark in conversation recently, giving me cause for reflection. “At Wilkinson College of Humanities 

and Social Sciences,” she said, “we teach students how to make a life, not just a living.” Dr. Dickson 

was making the point that a liberal arts education teaches us how to be ethical global citizens, critical

consumers of information and able navigators of a complex society.

I think Dr. Dickson’s comment applies to the whole of our academic community. Time and again I am struck by how much 

all of us at Chapman — researchers who are also committed to teaching, students who truly wish to learn and grow, alumni and

friends who give back to future generations — are motivated by a passion for making a difference through the work we do. 

This passion drives us to excellence in our diverse fields and inspires us to work together. The result is a uniquely experiential,

deliberately collaborative university environment that offers a caliber of

education to which other institutions aspire. Strong interdisciplinary

partnerships are flourishing between each of our seven schools and 

colleges. Highly qualified students thrive in this holistic academic setting

and graduate prepared for leadership roles in their respective disciplines. 

As both president and professor, it has been my great pleasure to 

make a life here at Chapman University. I am consistently impressed by

Chapman’s students, faculty, alumni and friends, who take our mission to heart and accomplish great things. I hope you will enjoy

this issue of Chapman Magazine as it showcases the talents of just a few of these amazing individuals.

Regards,

James L. Doti

CHAPMAN president ’s  message

“A liberal arts education teaches us how 

to be ethical global citizens, critical 

consumers of information and able 

navigators of a complex society.”[ [



Dear Dr. Doti:

I am a member of Chapman University’s Class 

of 1995 and am writing to express my pride and

appreciation for what I saw and experienced on campus

during two weekends in May, when I had the pleasure 

of walking about the modern Chapman main campus.

While on my way to a Saturday night service at

nearby St. John’s Lutheran Church on May 22, I got

caught in the traffic surrounding day two 

of Commencement Weekend. I

decided to check out the campus

after the service was over, and was

all smiles at the joyful atmosphere

of thousands of lei-clad graduates

around Attallah Piazza, taking

pictures with friends, family and

the statue of “Kathie the Panther,”

who herself looked like she was

smiling. It brought me back to 

the joy of my own graduation 

15 years ago.

On Memorial Day, I once again

visited the campus. I admired the

Halfacre Fountain in Attallah

Piazza, the flags and globe-shaped Julianne Argyros

Fountain in front of the new swim stadium, the new

paint job on Wilkinson Hall, now restored to its original

glory, and most of all the family of bronze panthers on

campus — Holly, Kathie, Suki and Harriet and Shanna.

Chapman today is exponentially bigger than when 

I was a student, the small film division of the old

Communications Department I was a part of is now 

the impressive Dodge College of Film and Media Arts,

and the university now extends to the Metrolink station

and beyond. But I’m happy to say that it has not lost 

the personal touch I experienced as an undergraduate 

20 years ago.

When I was looking at a directory map in front of

Roosevelt Hall, a maintenance employee asked if I would

like to see a better view of the campus, and led me into

Memorial Hall, where I was introduced to Chancellor

Daniele Struppa, who showed me the miniature campus

display in Memorial’s lobby and shared the university’s

plans for a new science complex and Filmmakers’ Village.

I was amazed that even on a sprawling campus

featuring more than 6,000 students, with the hubbub 

of Commencement celebrations just outside Memorial,

Dr. Struppa took time to talk with a relative stranger

about Chapman today. That the small-college spirit is

still there as the university has grown left 

a lasting impression on me.

I do not know if you remember me, 

Dr. Doti, but I remember that you always

called me “Ricardo” whenever you saw me

on campus, and I interviewed you as a

freshman reporter for The Panther when 

you served as acting president back in 1988.

I recently turned 40, and your enthusiasm

for marathon running, mountain climbing,

the Chapman crew team and even bullfighting

inspires me as I grow older. I now have 

Type 2 diabetes, and as I exercise more 

to control the disease I have rediscovered

hiking, walkabouts and outdoor photography.

Your youthful enthusiasm and spirit, accented by your

displaying the Chapman banner at the summit of Mount

Elbrus, demonstrates that I can embark on a second 

life full of goals and opportunities as I enter middle 

age and beyond.

As the university prepares for its 150th anniversary

next year and you begin your 20th year as president, 

I commend you as a proud alumnus for your efforts 

in growing the school, preserving its heritage and

especially those really cool bronze panthers. May 

God bless you, Lynne and your family 

in the years ahead.

Once a Panther, always a Panther,

RICH RODRIGUEZ ’95

FALL  2 0 1 0
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Harriet and Shanna the Panthers

Rich Rodriguez ’95

ONCE A PANTHER.. .
Used by permission – a letter sent to Chapman President James L. Doti by alumnus Rich Rodriguez ’95
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Iam a Chapman graduate from ’05, before there was a digital

arts program, but I graduated with the equivalent of that

degree. I am now a working professional in the visual fx 

and motion graphics industry, and as such I have some issues 

with the article in the (spring 2010) Chapman Magazine. The 3D

being discussed here is stereoscopic. It has nothing to do with

visual effects. In fact, with the new Panasonic camera, anyone

can shoot stereoscopic and edit it on their home computer.

Stereoscopic, in this sense, is not what the digital arts program

is teaching. Not clearly differentiating between these two areas

makes the article, and therefore the school, look ignorant.

Another issue: Why weren’t any graduates interviewed? What

the program truly needs is a success story, which is what Dodge

College in general needs. You reference some graduates who are

working, many of whom I know, but I don’t believe any of them

were contacted for comment. This is the most important thing for

prospective students and parents. Hearing that someone attended the

program and is now actually doing something with their degree is key.

BRAD STRICKMAN ’05 

Concerns about Article on 3D

The omission from the article of the thoughts and

perspectives of working graduates was the comment 

that most resonated with me. In fact, there are many

success stories and, as an industry professional, yours is among

them. We look forward to the opportunity to tell your story in 

a future issue.

I wrote “A Whole New Dimension” to highlight the advanced

technologies uniquely available to students of Dodge College,

which has built a foundation that encompasses the very latest

industry-standard tools for 3D CGI. I must concede that I was

not concerned with underscoring the difference between 3D

stereoscopic and 3D animation. One of the very first animators

to ever pull a drawing from the two-dimensional page and

manipulate it with a computer, Professor Bill Kroyer, is 

at the helm of Chapman’s digital arts program, so there is

certainly no confusion at Dodge College about this distinction.

“I would hesitate to say that 3D CGI and 3D stereoscopic are

in no way related,” Kroyer said when I asked him to comment.

“Pixar and DreamWorks have made major financial commitments

to exploit the unique control of the dimensionality of 3D

computer-generated imagery in stereoscopic production.”

Incidentally, Dodge College is converting its 500-seat Folino

Theater to include 3D stereoscopic capability, and students are

already taking classes to learn how the many nuances of these

technologies are changing the film industry. Dodge College

students will also have the opportunity to shoot a 3D film 

during the interterm session in January. You can stay abreast 

of coming 3D and other screenings at http://ftv.chapman.edu.

Professor Kroyer deeply appreciated your comments.

“With solid fundamentals, a great staff and critical input 

from graduates like Brad, we hope to achieve our goal of making

our digital arts program one of the country’s best,” he said.

Note from Christopher Rynd, writer of “A Whole New Dimension,” Spring 2010:

CHAPMAN in-box

Tell us what you think!
Send us your feedback about Chapman Magazine or anything else related to Chapman University.
We especially welcome your reflections on the Chapman experience. Send submissions to

pr@chapman.edu. Please include your full name, graduation year (if alumnus/a) and the city 

in which you live. 

Chapman Magazine is now online.
Here you’ll find enhanced content, including video, slide shows, discussion groups and more.

Go to www.chapman.edu/magazine

Praise for the Spring Issue

I’m a CU alum, and I wanted to let you know how much 

I enjoyed the stories and layout of the Spring 2010 edition

of Chapman Magazine. I particularly like the water polo

picture (very cool), the Cameroon story and spread and the

Baron Kelly spotlight story. Very nice work!

STEPHANIE HARRIS-UVIDI, MFA ’06

Chapman Magazine is printed on recycled-content paper.Cover photo: Sarah Lee ’12

Bomb-disposal expert David Werksman ’91 is

one person who’s glad business isn’t booming.

Chapman grads help redefine the traditional career pathwork in progress
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Chapman University Professor Yakir Aharonov, Ph.D., who has given 

the world numerous breakthroughs and insights into the fascinating

discipline of quantum physics, now will receive the nation’s most

prestigious science award.

The White House announced Oct. 15 that Dr. Aharonov was chosen to receive the

National Medal of Science, putting him in a select group of scientific giants that

includes past recipients such as Arnold Beckman, Edward Teller, Richard Feynman

and Charles H. Townes.

President Obama said Dr. Aharonov earned the nation’s highest science honor “for his contributions

to the foundations of quantum physics and for drawing out unexpected implications of that field ranging

from the Aharonov-Bohm Effect to the theory of weak measurement.”

Dr. Aharonov and the others receiving medals this year will be honored in a White House ceremony

in mid-November.

“I am deeply honored to be selected by the president and the National Medal Committee as a

recipient of this distinguished award,” said Dr. Aharonov. “It is my hope that this award will serve as

encouragement for young physicists to join the field of foundations of physics, because performing

research on such deep and fundamental questions is both very exciting and very rewarding.”

One of the most prominent physicists in the world, Dr. Aharonov holds the James J. Farley

Professorship in Natural Philosophy in Chapman’s Schmid College of Science. Previously he has 

been awarded the prestigious Wolf Prize, 

the Elliott Cresson Medal of the Franklin

Institute and the Hewlett-Packard

Europhysics Prize. Dr. Aharonov has been

hailed as “the most distinguished living

exponent of the theory of the foundations 

of quantum mechanics” by Nobel Laureate

Anthony Leggett. In addition, referees from the National Science Foundation called him “equivalent

on a world scale to what the Japanese would call a national treasure.”

He is the co-discoverer of the Aharonov-Bohm Effect, a bellwether principle of modern physics,

and is one of the first developers of the idea behind “weak measurements,” a new field of research 

that is growing by leaps and bounds.

“I know the entire Chapman community joins me in congratulating Dr. Aharonov,” said Chapman

University President James L. Doti. “His discoveries have revolutionized the field of physics, and 

his work continues to break new ground. Our students are extraordinarily fortunate to have him 

as a teaching member of our faculty, and his presence here has truly enlivened the intellectual life 

of the campus.”

Since coming to Chapman in 2008, Dr. Aharonov and his group in Schmid College, including

Professor Jeff Tollaksen, Ph.D., have attracted many prominent scientists eager to partner in research.

The International Center for Quantum Studies at Chapman will further those efforts.

“His discoveries have revolutionized the field of physics,
and his work continues to break new ground.”

PRESIDENT JAMES L. DOTI[ [

AHARONOV AWARDED
National Medal 

of Science
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CHAPMAN now

expansion effort, said Brian Alters, Ph.D.,

founder and director of the center. Given

Chapman’s pertinent researchers in the

College of Educational Studies, Schmid

College of Science and Chapman University

School of Law, and the arrival at Chapman

of Dr. Alters, “the human resources and

timing are excellent for this union,” he said.

Dr. Alters joined Chapman this fall 

with a joint appointment in the College 

of Educational Studies and the Schmid

College of Science and will be the Chapman

director of EERC.

Most, if not all, major international

scientific organizations consider biological

evolution to be fundamental to all life

sciences. Yet Americans hold remarkably

numerous misconceptions about evolution;

polls consistently indicate nearly 50 percent

of adults living in North America find

evolutionary theory inaccurate to the degree

that they reject its scientific factuality.

“More shocking is that the

misunderstanding of evolution and

opposition to its teaching seems to be

increasing,” Dr. Alters said. “And this

situation is not peculiar to the ‘Christian’

United States.”

For more than a decade, members 

of the EERC have conducted research on

ways to increase evolution understanding

and disseminate their findings to the

educational community and the public. This

work is done with the hope of ultimately

improving the teaching and learning of

evolution at all educational levels.

Evolution Education Gets a
Research Home at Chapman

An influential research center that

seeks to advance the teaching and

learning of biological evolution 

has a new home at Chapman University.

Chapman has become the newest

branch of the Evolution Education

Research Center (EERC), a research 

arm of the nonprofit National Center 

for Science Education (NCSE).

The new center at Chapman was

announced during a talk Oct. 11 by

Eugenie Scott, Ph.D., executive director 

of NCSE. The board of the center consists

of researchers at McGill and Harvard

universities, representing Canada and 

the eastern United States.

Chapman and its faculty are well

positioned to merge with EERC for this

CHAPMAN  MAGAZ INE

You’re invited to be part of a remarkable event! In 2011, Chapman University will 
celebrate a milestone birthday: 150 years of excellence since our beginnings in 1861. 

To celebrate this once-in-a-lifetime anniversary, we’re forming the 1861 Club. 
Membership is easy. Just donate $18.61 during our anniversary year. Or $186.10 
or $1,861.00 or $18,610 ... ! 

Our goal is simple: 100 percent participation from Chapman alumni. Won’t you 
help us achieve that goal? Just $18.61. Not much more than a couple of lunches 
or three venti coffees.

Yet when you combine your $18.61 with hundreds of similar gifts from other alumni, 
great things will happen. Your support will enhance scholarships, fund research and 
increase student opportunities. 

Chapman University is on a remarkable upward trajectory. Your support makes that 
trajectory possible. Be part of Chapman; be part of the club.

Welcome to the club – the 1861 Club at Chapman University.

1861
CLUB
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Tall oaks from little acorns grow.

To make your gift 

and join the 1861 Club, 

visit www. chapman.edu

Hesperian College, first home of Chapman
University. Photo courtesy of Frank Mt. 
Pleasant Library of Special Collections 
& Archives, Chapman University.

Brian Alters, Ph.D.
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honor for Chapman,” said university

President James L. Doti. “Of all the many

honors and prestigious titles Professor

Wiesel has received, the one 

he treasures the most is ‘teacher.’”

Professor Wiesel said in a statement,

“On my two visits to Chapman University

(in 2005 and 2010), I was profoundly

impressed by the quality of the students

and faculty, in particular Dr. Marilyn

Harran, and by the way in which the

university is teaching and remembering

some of the most tragic events in human

history, events that have had such a deep

influence upon my life. For these reasons, I

have decided to return to Chapman annually

as Distinguished Presidential Fellow.”

Dr. Harran, Stern Chair in Holocaust

Education and director of Chapman’s Rodgers

Center for Holocaust Education, added,

“(Professor Wiesel) has consistently challenged

us to learn from the Holocaust, to reject

indifference, and — in his words — ‘to 

think higher and feel deeper.’ I know our

university community will be profoundly

enriched and inspired by his presence.”

Professor Wiesel will spend one week 

at Chapman this spring and will

return for a week in each of the

following four years, through 2015. During

his stay each spring, he will visit classes in

Chapman’s Holocaust history minor and

possibly other disciplines. Professor Wiesel

will retain his full-time faculty position 

at Boston University.

“That this remarkable individual, one

who truly exemplifies the meaning of

‘global citizen,’ should choose to spend

time with our students is a tremendous

Elie Wiesel, Nobel Peace Prize

laureate, Holocaust survivor

and author of more than 

50 books, including the

internationally acclaimed Night,

has accepted an appointment

as a Distinguished Presidential

Fellow at Chapman University. 

For the Children In 2001, Chapman Public Safety officer Michael
Belay set an ambitious goal: to build a school 
in his home village of Tembien, Ethiopia. 

Since then, the nonprofit he founded, Hands Across the Planet to

Poor Youth (H.A.P.P.Y.), has made that school a joyous reality for

more than 1,000 children, thanks to the generous support of the

Chapman community. But a decade later, the needs are still great.

Belay’s new goal is a solar-powered system to bring clean water 

to Tembien, where water-borne illness is an everyday worry.

With your help, the future can be clear and sparkling for those 

most in need.

NOBEL LAUREATE WIESEL Named to Chapman Fellowship

To learn more or to make a donation, visit www.happyinethiopia.org.

FALL  2 0 1 0
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Here it is five months after a

milestone moment seven years 

in the making for Professor Cory

O’Connor and others in the advertising,

marketing and public relations disciplines 

at Chapman University. By now, the bloom

must be off the rose, right?

Hardly.

“I still get excited every time I think

about it,” O’Connor says of the Chapman

student team’s American Advertising

Federation national championship, captured

June 11 in Orlando, Fla. “I’ve never lived a

moment like that — the sheer exhilaration,

the incredible sense of victory.”

Quite a moment indeed for the 54

Chapman students involved, all working

close to a year to create a multilayered

campaign for State Farm Insurance. That

campaign would stand up to the scrutiny

of regional and then national judging

against the work of 120 other entrants,

including 19 national finalist teams from

schools such as Boston University, Nebraska,

George Washington, Purdue and Wisconsin.

“It’s a pretty surreal feeling to win

nationals,” says Andreas Robichaux ’10,

one of three student account executives

and five presenters who helped lead the

Chapman team to victory. “To participate 

in the competition for four years and to see

such improvement each year, culminating

in a national championship, is more than 

I could have ever wished for.”

For Professor O’Connor, team adviser,

the genesis of the victory can be traced to

2003, when he was first hired at Chapman.

The first squad featured six students and

finished seventh out of nine entrants at 

the district level.

“The kids pitched their hearts out, but

none of us stayed for the final results,” recalls

Professor O’Connor. “But we were committed

to doing whatever it took to get better.” 

Over time, the team established a

framework for continuous improvement.

Students from film and television, graphic

arts and other disciplines started contributing

their expertise. 

“Organically, we’ve grown a number 

of strengths,” Professor O’Connor says. 

“We do an enormous amount of research,

which drives our creative. And then there’s

a precision to the way we execute.”

So when the Chapman students won

district for the second time in a row this

year, they went to nationals armed with 

a quiet confidence. They also went with 

a killer campaign book that detailed an

integrated communications plan, including

ad and PR strategies as well as a host of

promotions. What’s more, the Chapman

team took along a 30-second TV spot that

one of the working-professional judges

deemed so good “it looked like we could

have done it ourselves.”

When the moment of truth came, 

and Chapman was announced as national

champs, team members’ reactions were

anything but quiet.

“The room exploded in cheers,” says

Jon-Michael Herrmann ’11, creative director

and presenter for Chapman’s team.

But now that the celebrating has died

down, the hard work of repeating is already

in full swing. About 100 students applied

for the 2011 team — “a record for us,”

Professor O’Connor says. The new client 

is JCPenney, so team members spent 

the summer researching the retail sector,

visiting competitors and poring over 

annual reports. 

“We have every intention of playing 

just as hard and just as smart to earn the

right to go back to nationals,” Professor

O’Connor says. “We’d love to see this

become a tradition.”

CHAPMAN  MAGAZ INE

CHAPMAN now

Student presenters, from left, Jon-Michael Herrmann ‘11, Andreas Robichaux ‘10, 
Nathalie Con ‘11, Mike Alfaro ‘10 and Jon Blomgren ‘10 helped the Chapman 
team best 120 entrants to win the National Student Advertising Competition.

Professor Cory O’Connor
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National Title
Fuels Ad Team’s
Drive to Repeat

“I’ve never lived a moment like that — the sheer
exhilaration, the incredible sense of victory.”

PROFESSOR CORY O’CONNOR[ [
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“This honor affirms the commitment to excellence 
of our faculty and staff, as well as reflecting the 
steadily increasing quality of our students.”

PRESIDENT JAMES L. DOTI
[ [

History Student’s
Article Best in U.S.

Hailey Giczy ’09 has won the

American Historical Association’s

Raymond J. Cunningham Prize for

the best article by an undergraduate for her

published senior thesis, “The Bum Blockade:

Los Angeles and the Great Depression.”

“This is a major national award from 

the nation’s premier historical organization,

evidence that the history program is a 

vital part of Chapman University’s rise to

national prominence,” says Jennifer D. Keene,

Ph.D., chair of the History Department.

Giczy’s paper explores a Depression-era

effort led by the Los Angeles Police Department

to rid the city of Dust Bowl migrants. Giczy

argues that the “bum blockade” reflected

California’s willingness to go to considerable

and even unconstitutional lengths to preserve

its “imagined” view of itself as a sort of

middle-class utopia.

Giczy and her senior-thesis mentor, Leland

Estes, Ph.D., professor of history, will attend

the American Historical Association’s annual

awards banquet in Boston in January to receive

the award. The article was published in the

first issue of the History Department’s award-

winning online journal Voces Novae. Giczy’s

article previously won the Phi Alpha Theta Nels

Andrew Cleven Founder’s Paper Prize, another

prestigious national undergraduate award.

Chapman Rises in Rankings
Chapman University has risen again in the prestigious rankings of

“America’s Best Colleges” by U.S. News & World Report magazine.

In the 2011 rankings released in August, Chapman climbed to No. 8 in the 

West (from No. 10 last year) among master’s-level universities and also rose in 

the important ranking of “Up and Coming Universities” in the West, from No. 3 

to No. 2. Chapman has vaulted dramatically in the U.S. News rankings since 1991,

when it ranked No. 61 in the West. The U.S. News list is arguably the most influential

college ranking system in the nation.

“This honor affirms the commitment to excellence of our faculty and staff, as well 

as reflecting the steadily increasing quality of our students,” said Chapman University

President James L. Doti.

“America’s Best Colleges” ranks colleges and universities by region and degree classification.

Theatre, Film Programs Recognized
Also in August, Parade Magazine and The Hollywood

Reporter ranked Chapman University’s theatre and film

programs among the best in the nation and the world. 

The Hollywood Reporter put Chapman’s Dodge

College of Film and Media Arts and its joint program

with Ngee Ann Polytechnic in Singapore on its

international list, titled “The best film schools in the

world.” Meanwhile, Parade Magazine’s back-to-school

issue included Chapman in a select list of seven schools

highlighted for arts programs, with Chapman specially recognized for its film studies

and performing arts disciplines. 

The Parade rankings were based on survey responses from selected high school

counselors across the United States.

Leatherby Center in Top 25
Recognition for Chapman University continued in September as a survey of more than

2,000 schools by The Princeton Review for Entrepreneur magazine selected the Leatherby

Center for Entrepreneurship & Business Ethics among the top 50

entrepreneurship programs in the nation. Chapman ranked

25th in the undergraduate category.

The program in the Argyros School of Business and

Economics was evaluated based on key criteria, including

teaching entrepreneurship business fundamentals, excellence in

mentorship and providing opportunities outside of the classroom.

“Behind the top ranked schools is not only a great formal classroom experience 

but a cross-disciplinary approach to teaching entrepreneurship that embraces and

encourages a student’s vision to build a successful business,” said Robert Franek, 

The Princeton Review’s senior vice president of publishing.

“The history program is a 
vital part of Chapman’s rise 
to national prominence.”

JENNIFER D. KEENE, PH.D.[ [
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$10 Million Gift 
Names Crean School 
in Schmid College

In a major boost to its science program, Chapman

University has received a $10 million gift from

The Crean Foundation to name the new John

and Donna Crean School of Health and Life Sciences.

The school is one of three academic units under

the umbrella of Chapman’s Schmid College of Science.

The others are the School of Computational Sciences

and the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences.

“I am particularly touched by this gift because

the late John Crean was a good friend and one of 

my personal heroes,” said Chapman President James

L. Doti.  “I’m sure he would be pleased knowing 

that this generous gift will prepare our students for

health careers that are in critical demand in Orange

County, across the nation and around the world.”

Among the Crean School’s potential areas to

expand are health sciences, computational biology and

bioengineering. These will complement existing Chapman

strengths in bioscience, pre-medicine, psychology,

health communications and physical therapy.

Scientists Find
Common Ground at
Quake Conference

The last time there was a rupture on the Southern California section 

of the San Andreas Fault, the founding of what is now Chapman

University was still four years away.

Get ready, geologist Thomas Rockwell, Ph.D., of San Diego State University

told a conference of earthquake and volcano experts Oct. 4 at Chapman. 

Both the San Andreas and the San Jacinto faults are overdue for large quakes.

“We keep saying this,” Dr. Rockwell added, “but at some point they 

will rupture.”

The geology professor was among the distinguished scientists to gather 

at Chapman University for the four-day EMSEV (Electromagnetic Studies of

Earthquakes and Volcanoes) International Conference and Workshop. The

event was organized by Chapman Professor Ramesh Singh, Ph.D., of the

Schmid College of Science.

EMSEV scientists analyze electromagnetic phenomena that can occur 

before seismic activity in hopes of finding precursors. It’s hoped that one 

day their work may lead to the reliable forecasting of major quakes.

Dr. Rockwell wasn’t offering a prediction about activity on the San 

Andreas in Southern California, which last ruptured in 1857. But he said 

the likelihood is increasing. 

“It is one of the faults we’re most worried about,” he said.

Geologist Thomas Rockwell, Ph.D., 
of San Diego State tells conference-
goers at Chapman the San Andreas
Fault is overdue for a large quake.
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As part of its 150th Anniversary Celebration, Chapman University is proud to 
announce 150 Faces of Chapman, a campaign to recognize 150 individuals whose 
talents, accomplishments, leadership and support have truly made a difference 
to the university and, in many cases, to society itself.

f ortunately, at Chapman University the list of those deserving such recognition is long. 
To ensure we leave no stone unturned in identifying the most deserving candidates, whether 
living or not, we are inviting nominations from everyone who is part of the Chapman family. 

� Who has played a seminal role in making Chapman such an extraordinary success?

� Who represents the face of Chapman, either because of longevity on campus, because of 
academic, artistic or leadership contributions, or because of gifts of time, talent or treasure? 

� Who are the most noteworthy Chapman alumni? 

Nominations will be reviewed and ranked by the selection committee, and the final 150 Faces 
of Chapman will be revealed at Homecoming 2011.

Of Dreamers and Doers

Honoring 150 people 

who have made 

a remarkable 

difference

Visit www.chapman.edu/150faces for more information including criteria and nominating protocol.



‘My Duty Is to the Music’
Pianist Grace Fong Takes Audience ‘Behind the Notes’

Acclaimed pianist Grace, Fong, Ph.D. treated a Memorial Hall audience to 

an artistic journey Sept. 27, delivering a multimedia presentation that was 

part performance, part instruction and completely fascinating.

“I’m just the bridge from the composer to the music,” said Dr. Fong, director 

of keyboard studies at Chapman University.

She certainly connected with her audience as the presenter of Chapman’s third

annual Lectio Magistralis. Dr. Fong, who has performed at Carnegie Hall, the

Hollywood Bowl, in Europe and in Asia, used an overhead slideshow, a second screen

with a camera projection of her piano keyboard, recordings and a conversational 

lecture style to illustrate how she prepares for a concert.

The talk, titled “Behind the Notes,” also provided a glimpse into the life of a

renowned musician with a demanding touring schedule.

“It can be lonely with this

wonderful box of wood and strings,”

Dr. Fong said. But when her fingers

meet the keys, “the music really does

bring me home.”

The music Dr. Fong chose for 

her home audience was Robert

Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A

Minor, which she was preparing to

perform in an October concert with

the Indianapolis Chamber Orchestra.

She played segments throughout 

her lecture, demonstrating how she

goes from the first practice to final

performance. She tries first to see 

a copy of the original manuscript,

hoping to detect the composer’s 

intent. Then the bulk of her work is 

a combination of practice to master the music and creative exploring to find the poetry.

“It’s like a conversation between the fingers,” she said.

Finally, it’s showtime. And yes, she still gets nervous. Sweaty fingers, trembling

hands, even a spider that crawled across her neck — all have vexed her during

concerts. But none have undone her.

“My duty is to the music,” she said.

So, how did the concerto turn out in performance? Judging by the reviews, 

Dr. Fong’s duty was well-served.

One critic wrote, “Fong seems to evoke near perfection in revealing every note through

a controlled legato, gliding over the most difficult passages as though child’s play.”
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CoPA Faculty, Students Shine in Operafestival di Roma
Four faculty members and more than 20 students from Chapman University’s College 
of Performing Arts took to the stage this summer in Operafestival di Roma. Peter
Atherton, Ph.D., associate professor and director of the Conservatory Music at
Chapman, was artistic director of the festival and director of the main stage production
Die Fledermaus. Chapman students played integral roles in the production, staged 
in the 15th-century courtyard of S. Ivo alla Sapienza in central Rome.

Grace Fong, Ph.D.

Chapman President James L. Doti presents Jerry Lewis
with his honorary doctorate during the MDA telethon. 

Jerry Lewis Surprised
with Honorary Doctorate

The world’s most beloved absent-minded

professor now has a doctorate to call

his own. Chapman University President

James L. Doti presented legendary comedian

and humanitarian Jerry Lewis with an

honorary doctorate from Chapman during the

annual Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon in Las Vegas

on Sept. 5. This year the event raised more

than $58 million in contributions and pledges

to advance research and service programs 

of the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

The doctorate was given “in honor of your

magnificent work on behalf of the Muscular

Dystrophy Association,” said President Doti,

who was accompanied by Chapman Trustee 

S. Paul Musco, President’s Cabinet member

the Honorable Milan Panic and American

Celebration committee member Frank DiBella.

Lewis, whose daughter is a Chapman

student, is a friend and supporter of Chapman

and has delivered lectures at Dodge College 

of Film and Media Arts. He also received

Chapman’s Lifetime Achievement in the Arts

Award during American Celebration on Nov. 6.
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Called the Microlending Challenge,

the effort allotted $25 to each of 

48 Freshman Foundations classes.

The 20 or so members of each class met 

in September to discuss whether to lend 

the money, and if so, to whom. Freshman

Foundations is a course required of all

incoming Chapman freshmen to introduce

them to university-level critical inquiry.

Usually the recipient of a microloan 

is an entrepreneur — often a resident of 

a developing country — who lacks access

to traditional credit. Sometimes a loan as

small as $25 can spur an income stream

healthy enough for a person or even a

family to exit poverty. 

According to Chapman Vice Chancellor

for Undergraduate Education Jeanne

Gunner, “Students were challenged to

research the phenomenon of microlending,

read organizational and academic accounts

and critiques of it, and collaborate with

peers to decide on the merits of this new

form of social business. It was both an

exercise in critical inquiry and, for those

groups that decide to make a loan, an

opportunity to follow the long-term results

of a small amount of capital.”

As students met during orientation

week, they started sharing what they had

learned, and microlending decisions started

to emerge. They sifted through information

on organizations such as Kiva.com and

Vittana.com, which connect lenders with

those seeking loans.

“Our society is about quick fixes,”

offered Justine Volkman ’14. “We need to

give in a sustainable way. Helping people 

in other countries with a little money now

will reward us all in the future.”

On the Friday of orientation week,

incoming freshmen filled Memorial Hall 

for an opportunity to learn more about the

tangible results of microlending. Thanks 

to the wonders of Skype, the freshmen

heard about the outreach experiences 

of Chapman alumni Sasha Milonova ’09,

Sasha Anderson ’10, Zach Bloomfield ’07,

Kelsea Ballantyne ’07 and Logan Sullivan

’10, who were calling in from the sites of

their various projects around the globe.

Orientation assistants Delna Godrej ’13, left, and Jessica Becker ’11 
present microlending options to students in a Freshman Foundations class.

English Professor Mildred Lewis talks with Sasha Anderson ’10 
via Skype during a session on microlending in Memorial Hall. 

A $25 LESSON IN CHANGING THE WORLD
How much of a difference can

$25 make? Chapman University

freshmen got a chance to find

out, thanks to a new program 

that connected them with

classmates as it also engaged

them in thinking about global

economic issues.

By Sarah Van Zanten ’11 
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A former Fulbright scholar, Ballantyne

now works for Freeset Tees in India, where

the company makes T-shirts and bags,

employing local women who are working 

to escape poverty and the sex trade. 

“The ladies and I work very hard in very

difficult conditions every day, and it is always

amazing to see the fruits of our labors — not

just financially but physically,” Ballantyne says.

During the session in Memorial Hall,

Ballantyne was excited to look out via Skype

on a sea of freshmen wearing blue Freeset

shirts, purchased and distributed by Chapman

for the incoming class.

“I hope the Freeset Tees, and the women

who made them, will inspire the freshmen 

to really think about their future purchasing

habits and, more importantly, their future

careers,” Ballantyne said.  

Mildred Lewis, assistant professor in the

Department of English at Chapman, spoke

with her class about her decision to donate

$100 with Kiva.com a few years ago. She said

that when she was repaid, she made another

microloan, and has kept repeating the cycle,

to the benefit of borrowers seeking to build

on their ideas. 

Madeline Spellerberg ’14 is among the

new Chapman freshmen eager to make a

similar difference.

“This project made me realize what an

effort Chapman is making to help students

become better global citizens,” she said. 

“It was a great feeling to help people who 

are less fortunate, and I look forward to

making more microloans in the future.”

Professor Lewis

A loan as small as $25 
can spur an income stream

healthy enough for a 
person or even a family 

to exit poverty.

Record-setting Freshman Class
This fall, Chapman University welcomed a new freshman class that’s 

the largest, most international and, by several measures, the brightest 

in the school’s history.

The 1,219 admitted freshmen have an average SAT score of 1,237 

and an average GPA of 3.66, both Chapman records. The freshmen and

transfer students represent 43 different states and territories as well as 

39 different nations. 

Among the newcomers is Sina Yeker ’14, who left his home in Istanbul,

Turkey to attend Chapman. Yeker has been playing water polo for nine

years, including for the under-18 Turkish national team, and plans to

continue his career at Chapman.

[ [
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Katie Maresca, Orange
Filling her summer with dance instruction, classroom study and travel, Maresca

also returned to Chapman this fall with some big news. On July 7, her boyfriend,

Keith Cowhey, got down on one knee and asked if Maresca would spend the rest 

of her life with him. “I am so happy; it is an amazing time, and I can’t wait for more

to come,” she said. The couple plan to marry in July 2012. Back on campus, Maresca

is working toward her degree and her teaching credential. After graduation, Maresca

hopes to teach at a private Christian school in Orange County.

Sarah Van Zanten, Palo Alto
My summer included a journey to Israel, where I spent five weeks staffing 

a Birthright trip and then visiting with friends and family. I also worked at an

internship with the Chapman University Office of Advancement, researching 

and writing stories for the Happenings campus news blog, Pinnacle magazine and

Chapman Magazine. I also wrote press releases and helped put on summer events 

at Chapman. Now I’m facing the challenges of the fall semester, with a full course

load, a new season of crew and the internship continuing. My career goal is to do

public relations for a professional baseball team.

Akio Lloyd, Anguilla, British West Indies
After being awarded a research grant last spring, Lloyd, a sociology major, spent most 

of the summer in the Caribbean, studying the fishermen in Anguilla while living with family

members. It was a summer filled with catching and learning about sea turtles and all different

kinds of fish. When Lloyd returned to the States, it was quite a culture shock, but he quickly

started reacclimating to life as a student, resident adviser and football player. On Oct. 9, 

he became the fifth Chapman running back all-time to break 1,000 yards in his career.

We are seniors! Although we in the Chapman 7 are now in the “big dog” class on campus, all of us 

are nervous about what lies after Commencement. Throughout these four years, majors have changed,

semesters have been taken off and others fulfilled abroad, and internships have begun and ended, to

help us create a successful path to our future. As a group, we are considering how we will leave our

mark here at Chapman University as we face the challenges of our last year of undergraduate study.

A Post-grad Future in Focus
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By Sarah Van Zanten ’11 

Katie Maresca with her fiancé,

Keith Cowhey, during a summer

hike in Yosemite.

Sarah Van Zanten shows off 

the Chapman crew shirt she 

gave President James L. Doti.

During interterm, Akio Lloyd, right,studied the fishermen of Anguillain the British West Indies.
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Shauna Fleming, Orange
Japan, China, Vietnam, India, Mauritius, South Africa, Guyana and Brazil were all on Fleming’s

travel agenda during her Semester at Sea last spring. When she got back to Orange County, she

decided to relax for the summer. Still, she stayed busy with her nonprofit “A Million Thanks,”

which has now far surpassed her goal of soliciting 1 million letters of thanks to U.S. service

members. In fact, the organization recently passed the 5 million letter mark. Back on campus, she

is enjoying her third year as a Chapman Ambassador and remains active in the Alpha Phi sorority. 

Emma Vezey, Harare, Zimbabwe
During her summer, Vezey relaxed and enjoyed the perks of living in Newport Beach 

before meeting up with her family for a week in Greece. Excited for the new semester, 

which she is filling with classes that feature her favorite professors, Vezey has shifted to a new

academic track. After exploring careers in journalism and film during her time at Chapman, 

Vezey now is pursuing a dream to work as an art curator. Once she completes her degree, 

she hopes to enter a graduate program at a fine-arts school in London or on the East Coast.

Carlos Lopez Estrada, Mexico City
A road trip dominated Estrada’s summer break, as he visited friends in Chicago, Denver

and Canada. After returning to Southern California, the film production major started work

on a music video for Maximum Balloon, a funk-rock group. He’s taking the fall semester off

after deciding to change scripts at the last minute for his thesis film project. “I just wouldn’t

have been able to get the film done in time,” he says. He’s also working on commercials for

MTV and hopes to shoot a movie in Mexico in the near future.

Cameron Lacy, Reno, Nev.
Cameron Lacy’s summer experience began before the spring semester was over. During

finals week, he started working for The Blank Theatre Company as a production assistant

for the Young Playwright Festival. “It was great to help bring the writers’ work to life,” he

said. Lacy also did lighting and sound design for a series of one-act plays in Santa Monica

and was stage manager for a show at the Whitmore Lindley Theatre in North Hollywood.

“I’m excited to go into the professional world, but I’m also not ready to leave Chapman,”

said the theatre major, whose professional goal is to run a performing arts center. 
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Music videos and a thesis film

project are keeping Carlos Lopez

Estrada plenty busy.

Cameron Lacy has taken on a

number of production roles with

professional theatre companies.

For Shauna Fleming, an
international Semester at Seaproved to be a peak experience.

After exploring film and journalism,Emma Vezey now is pursuing acareer as an art curator. 
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Science Professor Jennifer Funk, Ph.D., right, makes a point to Franklin Parmar ’10 during field work to restore native plants in the Irvine Ranch Conservancy. 

GOOD SCIENCE, SMART POLICY
An innovative new Chapman major seeks to give 

decision-makers the environmental knowledge they need.

By Jamie Martinez Wood
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What started off as a hope on the lobby floors of Washington, D.C. for Professor Christopher Kim, Ph.D.,

became a reality on the Chapman University campus in September 2009. That’s when the first six

students enrolled in the new Environmental Science and Policy major.

After years of seeking support 

and funding from governmental

science agencies, Dr. Kim, assistant

professor of chemistry at Chapman, became

acutely aware that most politicians had

little to no understanding of the basic facts,

much less the intricacies, of the science

behind important issues. Now he and his

colleagues have a chance to change that.

“(The politicians) said they would love

people with more science background,” 

Dr. Kim says of the newly formed School 

of Earth and Environmental Studies in

Chapman’s Schmid College of Science. Armed

with ingenuity and no funding, Dr. Kim,

along with Professors Jennifer Funk, Catherine

Clark, Warren de Bruyn and David Shafie,

pooled courses already in the curriculum 

at Chapman University to create the

Environmental Science and Policy major.

“There are not a lot of majors that

combine science and policy,” Dr. Kim said.

“This new major is distinctive in that it

increases bridges and contacts.” 

The new major crosses a handful of

disciplines, featuring courses in political

science, chemistry, sociology, biology and

philosophy. Students choose to concentrate

on one of three unique tracks during their

time at Chapman — earth systems, ecology

or policy. At the upper division, students

must take one course from each of the

other two tracks to help them understand

the interwoven and symbiotic nature of

their potential career.

The new major is comprehensive and

dynamic, including internships, weekly

seminars given by environmental experts,

support organizations such as the Student

Sustainability Initiative or Project Roots 

and LEED (Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design) certification. There’s

also a senior capstone project, in which all

students in this major work together on a

large task such as a green campus survey or

restoration work on the Great Park in Irvine.

By combining science and policy, the

new major helps students seek answers to

complicated questions using scientific methods

while also understanding the relationship,

power plays and motives of divergent

groups that influence laws and policies. 

For example, when a developer proposes

to build on open space, scientific experts are

often contracted to analyze the ecosystem

and to re-establish the vegetation in another

location to mitigate the disruption. To maintain

an ecosystem’s function and long-term

sustainability, ecologists must understand

the interconnection between native plant

and animal species as well as the impact 

of many factors, including invasive species,

habitat fragmentation, human population

increase, pollution and climate change.

The groundwork for mitigation is

addressed on the verdant hills near Irvine

Lake, where Dr. Funk and her team of

students determine similar traits for survival

between native and non-native plant. Using

instruments and expertise, they acquire data

that tells them how best to weed out invasives

and plant natives that can maintain the

ecological function of the system.

To help maintain any ecosystem,

environmental scientists or policy specialists

must consider the economic, social and

political ramifications of land management

decisions. Plus, they need a well-rounded

knowledge of laws such as the California

Environmental Quality Act and the

Endangered Species Act. Knowledge of 

these laws can help an ecologist prepare

documentation for mitigation contracts.

Whether dealing with ecosystem

restoration, endangered species or chemical

contamination, science and policy benefit

from a symbiotic relationship. In fact, much

current scientific research has been driven by

policy questions that in turn guide funding

from federal and state agencies and private

sources. An example: Chapman University

and the newly formed Environmental Science

and Policy Department performing research

on gold mines established in the late 1880s

in the Mojave Desert near Barstow.

The mining process brought up vast amounts

of arsenic, which is toxic and carcinogenic at

low concentrations to humans and wildlife.

The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)

is examining the threats to the residents of

Barstow, visitors to the Calico Mine Ghost

Town, as well as to the more than 60 resident

species of plants and animals that live in this

fragile desert environment.

At the behest of the BLM, Dr. Kim and

his students collected soil, mine waste and

background samples at the site. Chapman

scientists can use this data and their knowledge

of public policy to inform government

agencies and provide science-based

recommendations on where to concentrate

clean-up and remediation efforts, how best to

contain or reduce further arsenic distribution

and to show developers where to build. 

“We in the faculty are extremely excited

about the potential for this new program,”

Dr. Kim says. “It will create opportunities 

for Chapman students, putting them at the

center of issues involving both environmental

science and policy and positioning them for

careers in the emerging field of sustainability.”

“There are not a lot of majors that combine 
science and policy. This new major is distinctive in that 
it increases bridges and contacts.” CHRISTOPHER KIM, PH.D.[ [

Brittany Hickok ’10 and Parmar get 
hands-on lessons in environmental science
that can help drive sound public policy.

FALL  2 0 1 0
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in sociology and peace studies who received

a 2009 Critical Language Scholarship, a

program of the United States Department

of State. Huddleston is now working on 

an application for a Fulbright, which he

would use to study the degree to which

Egyptian youth draw their national identity

from that of ancient Egypt.

“She really knows how to find students

who would be good for particular scholarships.

And she knows not only how to convince

them to apply, but how to get them the

actual scholarships. She’s a great resource.”

What’s more, “she can apply a lot of

they’ll face when they meet scholarship and

fellowship selection committees.

“Sometimes it takes a lot of nagging,” 

she says.

But only because she believes so whole-

heartedly in her students’ potential, she says.

They are talented and passionate and arrive

at her office with impressive academic and

leadership credentials and great ideas for

projects that will change people’s lives.

Kelsea Ballantyne ’07 used her Fulbright to

successfully launch a T-shirt business in a

small town in India that now provides jobs

for about 150 women. Lauryn Linsell ’09

pressure,” as deadlines for essays and

paperwork approach, Huddleston adds

with a chuckle.

Guilty as charged, says the good-

natured Dr. Mulch. She typically asks

students to go through multiple rewrites 

of their personal statements and project

proposals and puts them through their

paces in mock interviews similar to what

used her Fulbright to develop the Public

Health Brigade in Honduras, a program 

of the Global Medical Brigades.

“I want to stress how fortunate I feel 

to be able to work with these students 

who are going to really make a difference,”

Dr. Mulch says. “Most of them are just

absolutely amazing young women and 

men who are going to make us proud.”

Barbara Mulch, Ph.D., director of

fellowships and scholar programs at

Chapman, knows how international

study and travel experiences can shape

lives. One such trip in 1967 certainly set

her on a new course.

That’s the year Dr. Mulch first spent a

semester on World Campus Afloat, teaching

East Asian history on the shipboard study

abroad program then sponsored by

Chapman. She was teaching at a small

Midwestern college when she saw a faculty

recruitment advertisement for the port-to-

port study program and landed the job.

“It was life-changing for me. I ended up

coming back to Chapman,” says Dr. Mulch.

And Chapman has benefited ever since

from Dr. Mulch’s decision to make port at

the Orange campus, where she has worn

many hats, from teaching history to serving

as dean of graduate studies. Now she 

helps students navigate the complex and

time-consuming process of applying for

highly competitive study programs and

scholarships. Recent top awards won by 

Dr. Mulch’s students include three Fulbright

Scholarships, one Harry S. Truman

Scholarship, one Boren Undergraduate

Scholarship, three Rotary Foundation

Ambassadorial Scholarships, and seven

Gilman International Scholarships,

including three in 2010 alone.

Such achievements are an important

factor in university rankings as they speak

to Chapman’s growing reputation and the

quality of its student body. The study

programs can also strengthen commitments

to service that last throughout young

people’s working lives.

For their part, the students are quick 

to credit Dr. Mulch’s counsel and tenacity

for their success.

“Dr. Mulch is a brilliant motivator,” says

senior Joey Huddleston ’11, a double major

APPLYING THEMSELVES
By encouraging, inspiring and, yes, sometimes nagging, 
Dr. Barbara Mulch helps scholars earn fellowships.

Dr. Barbara Mulch assists Joey Huddleston ’11 with his application for a Fulbright Scholarship.

CHAPMAN now

By Dawn Bonker
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Chapman graphic design students are among the 
first to meet the challenge of the 2012 Olympics.

Susanna Davidov ’13 gives a presentation 
on a project for the 2012 Summer Olympics.

London Calling
By Dennis Arp

The idea for the summer course began

with Professor Eric Chimenti, chair of the

Department of Art and head of the graphic

design program at Chapman, who enlisted

colleague Ron Leland, adjunct faculty

member and creative director of his own

design firm, Real Life Brand Architecture.

The goal was a focused study-abroad

opportunity that would force students to

stretch their skill sets as they tackled design

and branding challenges emphasizing issues

of sustainability. 

“Ron talked to people in England, and

before we knew it, we were involved with

people working on the 2012 Olympics,”

Professor Chimenti says. “In fact, they 

said they would love to have us come.”

Those who took the first course in 2009

were mainly juniors and seniors, but the most

recent class featured quite a few sophomores,

“so we were a little concerned about them

handling the rigorous workload,” Professor

Chimenti says. “They did so marvelously.” 

Professor Leland says his worries

disappeared with the first presentation, 

when the students “hit it out of the park.”

Among the projects tackled was one 

for the London Organizing Committee,

developing a communications campaign to

increase awareness of and participation in the

Olympics’ lesser-known sports. Another client

was the engineering design firm Buro Happold,

for which the students created a poster to

promote efforts to make the 2012 Olympics

the most environmentally sound yet.

The quality of the students’ work and the

professionalism of their presentations garnered

heaps of praise, the professors said. Before flying

home, some class members were already

applying for internships with the firms involved.

For Davidov, performing hours of

research, making visits to the Olympic sites

and leaning on the support of professors and

classmates dissolved her initial trepidation. 

“There was definitely less anxiety,” she

says. “It became more of a craving. The 

more projects we worked on, the more 

we became motivated and inspired.”

Recently, Davidov interviewed for an

Orange County internship made possible 

in part by her new connections. 

“When I woke up that morning, it was

like another week in London,” she says. 

“I had my portfolio, my digital documents —

I was ready to go.”

Let the Games begin.

Susanna Davidov ’13 isn’t afraid to

admit that she was a little freaked out.

Jet-lagged in London, her thoughts

zoomed two days ahead, when the graphic

design major and her Chapman classmates

would meet with the principals of an

international urban planning firm and get

handed an Olympic-size problem to solve.

“I’d gone to interviews and met with

clients before,” she says, “but this was a

completely different professional level.”

It all seems so long ago now, the

sophomore notes, even though it was only

this summer. “A turning point in my life,”

she says.

In July and August, Davidov and 12

other students spent several intense weeks

in London as part of a Chapman course to

participate in the branding of the 2012

Summer Olympics. Class members received

assignments from industry insiders, who took

them behind the scenes, listened to their

presentations and then critiqued their work.

Last the students heard, the mayor of

London was still considering their ideas for

a promotional campaign. But even if their

designs don’t beat out those of the pros,

the students came home with priceless

contacts and experiences to kick-start 

their professional careers.

“It was such a huge project,” Davidov

says, “and the fact we were able to

experience it with everything there at 

our fingertips was just amazing.”
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anthologies and journals to her credit,

seems to prove her own theory. Together

with Logan Esdale, Ph.D., assistant

professor of English, she planned,

developed and launched Tabula Poetica —

www.chapman.edu/poetry — with the 

kind of organizational skills one usually

equates with the briefcase-and-Blackberry

crowd. Since its founding in spring 2009,

the poetry program has hosted several

noted poets at its annual reading series,

including a visit this fall by Rae Armantrout,

winner of the 2010 Pulitzer Prize for Poetry

(see companion story). It has also launched

a popular Facebook page where students

and poets alike join in the discussions,

received a grant from Poets & Writers Inc.

and revived what colleague Kevin O’Brien

describes as an “extraordinary” rebirth of

poetry enthusiasm at Chapman.

As evidence of this renaissance, the

Armantrout appearance drew a standing-

room-only crowd to the Leatherby Libraries.

Such momentum is good for his creative-

writing students, as well as for those from 

any discipline, because poetry “forces you 

to notice the nuances and teaches you how 

to see more,” says O’Brien, Ph.D., associate

professor of English.

Tabula Poetica also reaches into the

community at large, providing judges for 

the California Coastal Commission’s annual 

K-12 poetry contest. Graduate students

involved with the program also conduct

poetry readings at local libraries.

But at the heart of “Tab,” as Leahy often

All well-rounded students need 

a little poetry in their lives. Or

maybe more than a little, because

poetry appreciation isn’t just a matter of

enjoying the language arts. It’s a job skill.

That’s the thinking of Anna Leahy, Ph.D.,

associate professor of English and director

of Chapman University’s Tabula Poetica.

“Even though creativity doesn’t sound

vocational, it is. It doesn’t matter what 

job you’re holding, you need to be an

innovative thinker,” Leahy says. “Our

students will be creating things and

working in ways that don’t even exist yet.

Poets do that with language and imagery 

all the time. I think the skills translate.”

Leahy, who herself has a long list of

published poetry and essays in prestigious

Chapman’s burgeoning ‘Tab’ puts poetry in motion.

By Dawn Bonker

“Our students will be creating things 
and working in ways that don’t even 
exist yet,” says Dr. Leahy, associate
professor of English, with student Akio 
Lloyd ‘11. “Poets do that with language 
and imagery all the time.”

The Rebirth of Verse



Armantrout 
Helps Lift Series

She’s a self-described science groupie, loves

19th-century fiction and was excited to have

lunch recently with “a real, actual physicist.”

She also admits to slipping cartoon characters

into her poetry when her son was young because

she was, well, watching a lot of cartoons.

“I write about what I’m thinking about,” Rae

Armantrout, winner of the 2010 Pulitzer Prize

for poetry, told a Chapman University audience

at the opening of Tabula Poetica’s Poetry Reading

Series. Armantrout began her visit with a talk

discussing the style of New Precisionist poets,

her own writing, the creative process and what

it means to be a Southern Californian poet.

“There’s a natural irony that comes from

being a Southern Californian,” she told students

and fans gathered in Argyros Forum to hear her

talk and participate in an informal Q&A session.

Later, a standing-room-only crowd packed

the Henley Reading Room of Leatherby Libraries,

where President James L. Doti introduced the

poet. Armantrout captivated her audience with

her personable manner and readings from

Versed, for which she won the Pulitzer. Then 

she pulled out a black notebook spiked with

bright blue page markers and read both soon-

to-be-published and in-progress works.

“To hear her read things that are still in

process was very special,” said Logan Esdale,

Ph.D., assistant professor of English, who assists

Tabula Poetica director Anna Leahy, Ph.D., with

the reading series.

The large turnout reflected a keen interest 

in poetry.

“It speaks to the curiosity of students

interested in the language arts and, I dare say,

alternative careers,” said Dr. Esdale said.
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refers to it in the program’s Facebook page, 

is the reading series. At first, Drs. Leahy 

and Esdale saw the series as just a way 

to bring a couple of speakers to campus.

“I was happy to have anyone come 

and see what happened,” she recalls.

They started with an eclectic mix,

including poet and visual artist Jen Bervin,

who borrows poetry from varied sources —

Emily Dickinson to Shakespeare — then

pares out parts or rearranges the words 

and stanzas here and there, shuffling it 

into something new in the form of quilts,

paper art and other mixed media.

Now Drs. Leahy and Esdale have

settled into a format that generally aims 

to showcase three Southern California

poets and one from out of state so that

students become acquainted with “the

poets right in their own back yard” as 

well as someone they might not ordinarily

have an opportunity to hear. Each series

closes with a poetry reading by Chapman

MFA students.

The structure is similar to the types 

of poetry programs run by the best MFA

programs in the country, Leahy says, and 

she hopes it will grow to someday include 

an open-submission journal. But her main

goal for Tabula Poetica is to offer the kinds

of early encounters with working poets 

that “shift your life as writer.”

Those are powerful moments, she says.

“Not every visiting poet is going to

affect every poetry student, but I hope

Tabula Poetica brings Chapman students

the kind of experiences I remember having

when I was a student who wanted to write

more meaningful or important poems.”

And while every student may not be 

a poet, now every student — from the

business major to the computer geek — 

just might see the need for a little poetry 

in his or her life, thanks to Tabula Poetica.

Dr. Anna Leahy leads Tabula Poetica at Chapman.

Rae Armantrout

Hiroshima’s 
Secrets
By Anna Leahy

The ball in the air, a real ball,

the hand having tossed it,

the child where he knows

he shouldn’t be.

His mother would reprimand him

if only she knew also.

The groceries, the arms carrying them,

the money in her pocket

held back from her husband

who is hungry for her.

The bell on the bicycle,

under the thumb.

Feet, pedals, two wheels,

all spinning together.

Momentum, inertia,

the tire’s track unfurling.

The President understands

infamy as two-way street: action,

equal and opposite reaction.

The Emperor counts too.

The woman in the kitchen,

the sink’s steam rising.

The baby caught

between the inhalation and exhalation

of unbridled crying.

The knife in the butcher’s hands,

the flesh crawling.

Then, an elegant pause.

Not the bomb dropping

but the plane lifting – and light.

From Constituents of Matter.

Reprinted with permission of 

The Kent State University Press.
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Proposition 8: Is  

Judge Vaughn Walker, a federal district

court judge in San Francisco, really

shook things up this past summer when

he issued his 136-page opinion finding that

traditional marriage was unconstitutional. The

issue has generated intense disagreement

among the citizenry. Proponents of traditional

marriage claim that homosexual marriage

will harm the institution of marriage and

hence civil society as well, for which marriage

has served as an important cornerstone.

Advocates of same-sex marriage have

compared traditional marriage supporters

to Nazis, bent on launching a new holocaust.

Unfortunately, such overheated rhetoric

can mask the legal issues, which are rather

straightforward: Does the “liberty” protected

by the Due Process Clause of the federal

Constitution include the right to marry

whomever one wishes, without regard to

gender (or number — remember, Proposition

8 also limits marriage to “one” man and “one”

woman)? Does the gender classification at

the heart of traditional marriage invidiously

discriminate against same-sex relationships?

Although one would never know it

from reading Judge Walker’s opinion, the

Supreme Court has already answered both

questions. In 1972, five years after holding

that marriage was a fundamental right when

it struck down Virginia’s anti-miscegenation

law, the Supreme Court rejected a claim 

by a same-sex couple that Minnesota’s

traditional marriage law violated their

fundamental right to marry and denied

them the Equal Protection of the law. Baker

v. Nelson is binding precedent that cannot

be ignored by the lower courts. How, then,

did Judge Walker get around it?

Simple. He ignored it. Did not even cite

it. Put his hands over his eyes like the “see

no evil” monkey. But he did take up the

who are similarly situated be treated equally,

so the relevant question is whether same-sex

and opposite-sex couples are similarly

situated with respect to the institution of

marriage. Here again, it is as obvious as

sixth-grade biology that same-sex and

opposite-sex couples are not similarly situated

biologically. The latter are capable of

producing children without assistance; the

former are not. To the extent marriage has

any procreative purpose — channeling the

consequences of sexual relations in a socially

beneficial way, for example — that difference

matters greatly for the legal analysis. Yet

Judge Walker ignored this by his sleight-of-

hand claim that “states have never required

spouses to have an ability or willingness to

procreate in order to marry.” 

I say “sleight-of-hand” because the relevant

issue is whether a procreative purpose is

furthered, not mandated, by traditional

marriage, and it clearly is. With that out 

of the way, Judge Walker was able to claim,

apparently with a straight face, that “Relative

gender composition aside, same-sex couples

are situated identically to opposite-sex couples

in terms of their ability to perform the rights

and obligations of marriage under California

law.” But “relative gender composition” is not

an “aside.” It is the heart of the issue, and 

to ignore it, as Judge Walker did, is both

intellectually dishonest and legally flawed.

Will the Supreme Court ultimately 

find a new constitutional right to same-sex

marriage? That is anyone’s guess, and most

likely depends on how Justice Anthony

Kennedy votes. But one thing is absolutely

clear as a matter of constitutional law;

whether or not the court overrules its prior

decision in Baker v. Nelson is a decision only

for the Supreme Court, not a single trial-

court judge in San Francisco.

substance of the legal issues as they have

been articulated in other cases, and utterly

bollixed those as well.

The Supreme Court has resisted finding

new fundamental rights in the amorphous

clauses of the Constitution, recognizing that

any such judicial ruling removes a subject

from the democratic process. As a result,

the Court has insisted that, in order to be

“fundamental,” a right be “deeply rooted 

in this nation’s history and tradition, and

implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,

such that neither liberty nor justice would

exist if they were sacrificed.” Quite obviously,

same-sex marriage does not meet that test,

having no roots, much less deep roots, in

the nation’s history and tradition. Judge

Walker himself recognized that “marriage

in the United States traditionally has not

been open to same-sex couples.” In order

to avoid the necessary conclusion that flows

from that uncontested fact, therefore, Judge

Walker had to pretend that the procreative

aspect of opposite-sex unions was never one

of the historical purposes of marriage and

that “gender no longer forms an essential

part of marriage.” Those contentions, issued

as supposed “findings of fact” by Judge

Walker, are just preposterously wrong.

Similarly, the Supreme Court’s Equal

Protect jurisprudence requires that all persons

Judge Walker Simply Ignored Binding PrecedentYES:
By John C. Eastman, Donald P. Kennedy Chair in Law and former dean, Chapman University School of Law
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Proponents of Proposition 8’s ban 

on same-sex marriage raise biology

(same-sex couples cannot procreate

using natural means), religion (same-sex

marriage violates freedom of religion) and

the protection of children and traditional

marriage (women and men are purportedly

natural complements to each other and are

thus best positioned to raise children) to

support their arguments. However, many

opposite-sex married couples cannot or do

not wish to have children, yet the state has

no power to invalidate such marriages. The

First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

prohibits the state from interfering with

religious practices, including requirements

for marriage within the religious community.

Many opposite-sex married couples reject

the socially- and religiously-constructed

“complementary” gender roles that have

traditionally defined marriage, yet the state

has no power to invalidate those marriages.

Marriages fail for many reasons, but

Proposition 8 supporters have yet to bring

to light a heterosexual marriage that failed

because of the existence of same-sex marriage.

At the end of the day, the arguments that

Proposition 8 supporters advance are based

on factually devoid personal and religious

beliefs that have no place in the system of

laws envisioned by our nation’s founders.

Procreation
Marriage is not, and never has been, a

state institution intended only for procreating

couples. The marriage license application

does not ask whether a couple intends to

procreate, and the state does not seek to

dissolve marriages that do not produce

children. When an elderly couple marries,

no one laments that they will not be able to

have children; on the contrary, friends and

family faces any threat whatsoever from the
existence of same-sex couples or families
headed by same-sex couples.

The Role of the U.S. Constitution
Our nation’s founders crafted a Constitution

whose primary goal is to protect minorities

from the tyranny of any majority. Thus, if

Amish parents do not want to send their child

to school beyond eighth grade, they have a

constitutional right not to do so, even though

the vast majority of Americans are not Amish

and do not believe in discontinuing a child’s

education after eighth grade. If a black person

and white person want to marry, they may do

so, even though in 1967 the vast majority of

Americans had not and would not have entered

into an interracial marriage; so held a unanimous

U.S. Supreme Court by overturning anti-

miscegenation laws on the basis that they

violated the Equal Protection and Due Process

clauses of the U.S. Constitution. The same

principles apply to same-sex marriage. The vast

majority of Americans are heterosexual and the

vast majority of relationships are opposite-sex,

but this is irrelevant in constitutional analysis.

Proponents of Proposition 8 have not

articulated any rational basis for limiting

marriage to opposite-sex couples that does

not violate the Equal Protection and the Due

Process clauses in the Fourteenth Amendment.

There is no evidence that opposite-sex couples

are less violent, more loving, more committed,

or better able to raise children than their

same-sex counterparts. Despite Proposition 8

supporters’ claims that they merely want to

protect marriage and children, they have not

called for the invalidation of marriages beset

by physical abuse, emotional abuse, child

abuse, or adultery. These are the real threats to

marriage and children; not loving, committed

relationships entered into by consenting adults.

family rejoice in the couple’s happiness.

Supporters of Proposition 8 supposedly want

to encourage procreative relationships, but

they have failed to produce any evidence

that same-sex marriage inhibits anyone who

wishes to procreate from doing so.

Freedom of Religion
Same-sex marriage applies only to civil

marriages. Many religious communities
support same-sex marriage and are thus
willing to perform religious ceremonies 
as well. Those religious communities who
believe that same-sex marriage violates the
tenets of their religion need not conduct
religious ceremonies for same-sex couples.

The First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution provides for this freedom 
of religion even when such marriages 
are permitted by the state. 

Protecting Children and
Traditional Marriage

Marriage and family are what people
make of them. Some marriages and families
are very ugly — characterized by jealousy,
control, cruelty, terror and abuse. Others
are strong havens of love, support and
nurturing. One thing is certain: The sexual
orientation of a couple has no bearing on
the health of someone else’s relationship or
family. No child, no married couple and no

   It Constitutional?
Proposition 8 was approved by California voters in November 2008, amending the state constitution to include the clause “Only

marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California.” On Aug 4, U.S. District Court Judge Vaughn Walker

ruled the proposition unconstitutional. The federal 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has indicated it will take up the issue in December.

Personal and Religious Views Don’t Trump the LawNO:
By Marisa S. Cianciarulo, associate professor and director of the Family Violence Clinic, Chapman University School of Law
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served several times on the Alumni

Association Board of Directors, including 

as its president 1987-89, and as a founding

member of Chapman Music Associates. She

is a longtime member of Town & Gown,

and she has volunteered countless hours 

to make American Celebration the premier

fundraising gala in Orange County. In

2009, the Elliotts were honored with the

Alumni Association’s Bert C. Williams

Lifetime Service Award.

“The Elliotts’ gift is inspirational and 

is emblematic of the continuous support

that Pat and Tom have offered the Alumni

Association,” said Robert Diaz ’97, current

a scholarship for students demonstrating

financial need. In 2007, they endowed 

a scholarship for music students, named 

in honor of Tom’s aunt, Bernice Brashear

Beasley. In 2008-2009, their Signature Series

Sponsorship of alumni programs empowered

the Alumni Association to offer an increased

level of outreach and engagement. 

“Tom and I are deeply grateful to those

who made sacrifices to fund the scholarships

that allowed us to attend Chapman,” Pat

Elliott said. “We started with nothing, 

and we worked very hard for every penny

we earned. We are fortunate to be in a

position to give back and help others.”

The Elliotts have been residents of

Orange for 45 of their 52 years of married

life. Pat studied education and taught for

more than 33 years in the Garden Grove

School District. Tom, who studied business

and economics, worked in management for

the automotive and aerospace industries.

Their son, Tim, and his family live near

Minneapolis. Grandson Steven attends

American University and granddaughter 

Elise attends the University of Wisconsin. 

Since retirement, Pat and Tom have

traveled the world, and they attend as 

many Chapman University events as their

schedules allow.

alumni board president. “The Alumni

Association is developing bold investments

into the services that we offer our alumni

and students. Elliott Alumni House is a

cornerstone of that effort and will make 

a perfect home for our future offerings. 

We are collectively fortunate to have Pat 

and Tom as friends and supporters.” 

The Elliotts have also made significant

financial contributions to Chapman

University through outright and deferred

gifts. In 1994, they established a charitable

remainder unitrust that provides them with

an income stream and will one day also fund

“We are deeply proud to be alumni,” Tom

Elliott said. “Having a true alumni house

where alumni receptions, reunions and

meetings can be held will help to cultivate

that feeling in others. We’re certain students

will want to host events there, too.”

“The impact of Pat and Tom’s leadership

gift cannot be overstated,” said Chapman

President James L. Doti. “The legacy they

are establishing with Elliott Alumni House

will be enjoyed by our Chapman

community for generations to come.” 

The Elliotts have been committed to

alumni leadership for many years. Pat has

Thanks to a leadership gift from Tom

Elliott ’60 and Pat (Wood) Elliott

’60, ’74, Chapman University

alumni will have an inviting new space to

call home in time for Homecoming 2011.

The Elliotts made a combined cash 

and bequest gift toward the purchase and

restoration of the two-story Queen Anne

Victorian-style home, built in 1905, at the

corner of North Olive Street and West Maple

Avenue, two blocks southwest of the main

campus in Orange. Meaningfully, Elliott

Alumni House will be dedicated next fall 

in celebration of the 150th anniversary of

the founding of Chapman University.

Elliotts Make Alumni House a Reality

Elliott Alumni House will be home to alumni receptions, reunions and meetings.
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Tom Elliott ’60 and Pat (Wood) Elliott ’60, ’74

Naming Opportunities at Elliott Alumni House

Alumni are invited to explore naming opportunities for

individual rooms within Elliott Alumni House. Giving 

allows for a personal alumni legacy while strengthening 

the endowment of Chapman University. For details, 

go to www.chapman.edu/ElliottAlumniHouse or contact

David Moore at 714-516-4590 or dmoore@chapman.edu.



PANTHERS’ COACH Back on Track
By Doug Aiken ’99, Chapman University

Sports Information Director

Longtime international track star Anna Wlodarczyk returned to competition 

this summer and proved she hasn’t lost a step. The Chapman University cross

country and track head coach shook off a four-year absence and captured a 

total of three gold medals in her age group this summer at the Polish Masters Track 

& Field Championships in Torun, Poland and at the Oceania Masters Athletics

Championships in Tahiti.

Wlodarczyk, 59, was also honored

with a lifetime achievement medal from

the Polish Olympic Committee while

visiting her home country in June. In 

July, she was featured as a guest speaker 

at a symposium in Tahiti.

Wlodarczyk is a former Olympian 

for her native Poland in the long jump,

finishing fourth in the 1980 Olympic

Games in Moscow. She has won world

championships in both the long jump and

triple jump in her career and is still the

Polish national record holder in the indoor

long jump. She won five straight Polish

national long jump championships and was

ranked in the international top 10 in the

long jump four times from 1980 to 1984.

She has earned 19 international masters

championship medals, including 15 gold.

“Even though I have moved far away from Poland, it feels good that they have

remembered all of my accomplishments,” Wlodarczyk said. “I had to jump to prove

that I still know how. After all my years of competing 

in masters, it was the first time I felt pressure.”

Not a problem. After finishing first in the long 

jump in June at the Polish Masters Championships,

Wlodarczyk captured two gold medals at the Oceania

Masters Championships in July — in the triple jump and

the long jump. The return to the track for Wlodarczyk

serves as a primer for next summer’s World Masters

Championships in Sacramento.

“After four years of not competing, to have my 

body cooperate, it feels a lot better psychologically,” 

said Wlodarczyk, who has since returned to Chapman 

for her 18th year as head coach of the Panthers’ men’s

and women’s cross country and women’s track and 

field teams.

Fall Sports Highlights
At least four of the Panthers’ fall

sports teams were in contention for

NCAA postseason berths at the end 

of October.

Women’s volleyball: A team that

includes 10 freshmen won nine of 11

matches and upset three Division III 

top-25 teams.

Men’s and women’s soccer: Both

have hopes of reaching the playoffs; 

for the men it would be the second year

in a row, while the women are seeking

their first NCAA bid since 2004. 

Men’s water polo: The Panthers

reached 10 wins for the fifth consecutive

year, including victories over Division I

foes George Washington and Iona.

Football: Looking for their third

winning season in four years, the

Panthers improved to 4–3 with a 28–24

victory over Occidental on Oct. 30.

Men’s and women’s basketball:

All-Independent Player of the Year Justin

Riley ’11 returns as the men seek to

repeat an NCAA tournament appearance

that electrified the campus last March.

The women are hungry for a playoff

return after missing the postseason 

for the first time in 10 years.

More info: www.chapmanathletics.com
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CHAPMAN sports news

Anna Wlodarczyk

Chapman coach Anna Wlodarczyk won three 
gold medals in masters competition and was 

honored with a lifetime achievement medal by 
the Polish Olympic Committee this summer.



Whether he’s Con Bro Chillin’

on YouTube or crashing the 

net in Major League Lacrosse,

Connor Martin ’10 is pure

happiness on the go.

JOY ON A STICK
CHAPMAN sports news
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Connor Martin ’10 had three goals and an assist in his
Major League Lacrosse debut with the Denver Outlaws.  
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If someone could brand happiness, its 

name would be Connor Martin. Scratch

that. Connor Martin ’10 did brand

happiness. And he calls it Con Bro Chill.

“My brand is just happiness. Love life!” says

Martin, a newly minted PR and advertising

graduate from Chapman’s Dodge College of

Film and Media Arts. Martin rose to YouTube

fame with his campy bro-speaking persona of

Con Bro Chill while still a student at Chapman

as well as a top scorer for the Panthers’ lacrosse

team, which he helped reach the national

championship game in 2008 and 2009 and 

last season led to the semifinals.

The video that launched him into YouTube

stardom, “Come to My Party,” a big winking joke

about adolescent party life, has logged nearly

370,000 views and been joined by several other

videos-gone-viral. Most notable is “Arena,” an

over-the-top celebration of goofiness in which

Martin and his brother dude up in gladiator garb,

crafted with duct tape, and then dance, wield

toy swords, sing and generally dork around a

windy Oregon hillside where a WWI monument

subs for something reminiscent of a Celtic ruin.

Martin admits it’s a blast, and he wants it 

to look that way — indeed, be that way. “I don’t

have bad days at work,” says Martin, 22, who

plays professional lacrosse for the Denver

Outlaws, a franchise of Major League Lacrosse.

But it is work, and underpinning his fun-

loving character is Martin’s carefully crafted

business plan. There is also a clothing line, plus

modest profits from Google Sense for the video

views, and an album available from iTunes

downloads featuring the music from “Arena,”

composed and recorded by his brother, whose

moniker is SAMM. For the moment Martin wants

to make “good, funny music videos” that kids

will like but that won’t offend Grandma. Indeed,

his grandma makes a cameo appearance in one

of his videos. “I want to be a role model,” he says.

This summer Martin also went on a service

trip to Managua, Nicaragua with a humanitarian

organization called Lacrosse the Nations,

which uses sport to help desperately poor

children. Eventually he hopes the short videos

will lead to a feature-length film. 

It’s a plan guided by principles he learned

from Dodge College Assistant Professor Cory

O’Connor. “I really learned a lot from him

about branding and how important it is. 

It really stuck with me,” Martin says. 

Martin has also managed to play the brand

into his lacrosse life. In his major-league debut

with the Outlaws, the “Arena” video played on

the Jumbotron after each score he made. And

there were enough of those — three goals, plus

an assist — that he was named the league’s

Rookie of the Week. The honor was significant

because unlike most professional lacrosse

players, who come from Division I programs,

Martin played at the club level at Chapman, 

in the Men’s Collegiate Lacrosse Association.

Denver head coach and general manager

Brian Reese says both Martin the player and

Con Bro Chill the jester bring good things to the

sport. “One of the first things I noticed is his

drive to become a better player. He works really

hard. There’s nothing he won’t do,” Reese says.

“It’s not really where you played or what you did

in college. It’s more about where you are now.”

He’s a game-changer off the field, too, Reese

says. “He always keeps it fun. He’s great in the

community. He’s doing all the right things. He’s

bringing positive attention to the game,” Reese

says, adding that he sees Con Bro Chill’s

connection to lacrosse spreading a certain

contagious love of the sport among youth.

Martin hopes so. Because the sport rotates

multiple lines of players into and out of games,

there’s room for big rosters. “You can include

about 20 guys in a game. It’s such a blast,” he

says. Once kids take up a stick and give it a try,

“they can’t believe how much fun it is.”

And that, quite simply, makes Connor

Martin very happy.

As Con Bro Chill,
Martin is a YouTube
sensation.

By Dawn Bonker

“Once kids take up a stick and give it a try, 
they can’t believe how much fun it is.”CONNOR MARTIN
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Prichard ’60 had already worked

briefly for a savings and loan in

Santa Ana, so he decided to try

banking for a while. It was the proximity

it offered to other options that drew him.

He figured as a banker he’d meet a cross-

section of business movers-and-shakers,

and amid all that elbow-rubbing he could

decide where to build his career.

Prichard was lucky. Despite the tight

job market, with his experience and a

fresh bachelor’s degree in economics and

business he was able to land a spot in 

a Union Bank management-training

program in Los Angeles. But his elbow-

rubbing plan didn’t quite work out the

way he anticipated. A half-century later,

Prichard is still in banking, now as a 

vice president for Pacific Western Bank 

in Anaheim, in a career that has been

remarkably stable even as the work world

around him has changed in radical ways.

“It was eight-hour days, a downtown 

operation,” Prichard says of that first job,

which came with a full roster of health

coverage, a retirement program and a

Paul Prichard ’60 stepped out into

an uncertain world. It was late

spring 1960, the Eisenhower era

was coming to an end, and the

nation was sliding into an

economic recession. Jobs were

scarce for young Chapman grads

like Prichard, and he didn’t really

know what he wanted to do

anyway. Business of some 

sort, for sure, but what?

how the shifting social landscape is transforming employment. 

By Scott Martelle

work in progress

Paul Prichard ’60
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support staff. “Today, you’re pumping your

own gas. There’s no personal assistant 

and so forth, like in the old days. ‘Here’s 

a computer, you do your own letters and

spread sheets. … You come in early and

stay late.’ The hours are not 8 to 5.”

In this era of instant communication —

and instant gratification — it can be hard

to see broader and more glacial changes 

in the way we live. Yet there are few places

in American life that have undergone

more radical changes than where and how

we work, and what that work means to

us. These days, fewer of us toil in factories

and more of us work from home, often 

for ourselves either as entrepreneurs or 

as independent contractors (this article, 

in fact, was written under a freelance

contract by a former newspaper staff

writer). That growing class of workers is

responsible for its own health coverage

and retirement plans, a quantum shift that

is changing how we view what we do, our

employers — and our perceptions of the

importance of work in our daily lives.

“There’s more of a social aspect to life

now,” Prichard says. “Back then, we didn’t

have a lot of things to think about. You

had your family and your job. If you

wanted to do well with your job, and

progress, the family took a bit less time

and effort and energy. Today, it’s the other

way around — people are concerned

about their social standing and taking 

care of their family and being more

involved in charitable work and church.”

And gone, Prichard says, are the days

when workers could feel a sense of security

about their jobs. “It’s an at-will thing

everywhere now,” he says. “Its not that they

can just fire you under any circumstance,

but it doesn’t take a lot. If there’s a shortage

of work and they have to cut back, there

doesn’t seem to be any law or moral issue

they have to live up to.”

Work remains a key part of most

Americans’ lives, says Joel Kotkin, an

urban development expert and Chapman

Presidential Fellow in Urban Futures. But

where single-wage families formerly were

willing to move multiple times following

corporate transfers, now families often

have two wage-earners and are less likely

to sever roots for the sake of a promotion.

Other factors have gained weight in

those family decisions, including quality

of schools, the tug of leaving extended

families, and concerns over whether the

other working adult in the household 

can find a job in the new location. At the

same time, firms looking to cut expenses

by consolidating operations are more 

apt to fire workers in one locale and hire

fresh in the new. And that lack of loyalty

to employees spawns a reactive lack of

loyalty by workers, Kotkin says. Where

employees once took pride in their

longevity with one employer, these days

corporations shed workers — and

workers leave employers — in a constant

churn of relationships. A generation ago, 

a worker might define himself by his 

firm –“I’m a Xerox man.” These days, 

he or she is more likely to identify first 

by expertise, and then by employer.

Kotkin believes other factors are at

play, too, including the changing nature 

of family life. A rise in divorce rates has

led younger generations — young adults

often raised in broken homes — to put

more emphasis on their family life, hoping

to avoid what they see as two great failures

of the generation before: Fractured families,

and misplaced loyalty to corporations

willing to jettison workers.

“It started when the (baby) boomers

were watching their own fathers work 

for 40 years for a company, and get laid

off,” Kotkin says. “This impacts how

people feel about work. They realize 

there is no loyalty.”

He believes the attrition in white-collar

jobs, which followed the effective collapse

of the nation’s heavy-manufacturing

industry, has had a critical effect on the

nature of work — and, by extension,

corporate health.

Continued on next page

“Today people are concerned about their social standing 
and taking care of their family and being more involved 

in charitable work and church.”
PAUL PRICHARD ’60[ [

Where single-wage families were willing
to move multiple times, now families
often have two wage-earners and are

less likely to sever roots for a promotion,
says Joel Kotkin, Presidential Fellow 

in Urban Futures at Chapman.
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“If you take a look at Silicon Valley,

they started losing manufacturing to the

Far East and to other parts of the country,”

Kotkin says, sipping coffee outside Jazzman’s

Café on the Chapman campus. “Now we’re

seeing the research and development jobs

and the software jobs going. The very top

jobs are still there, and the younger entry-

level jobs are still there. But everything

else is being hollowed out.”

He lays the genesis of that change 

to the rise in influence by the financial

world, from Wall Street down to the

corporate decision-makers pursuing 

short-term profits ahead of long-term

stability and, in the case of laying off 

large chunks of their work force, failing 

to maintain a “farm system” of leaders to

serve as future leaders of the corporation.

“A lot of people in the financial world

don’t consider these kinds of things as

being remotely important,” Kotkin says.

“What’s happened in the last 30 years is

the financial sector has become more and

more important. They began to define the

values of work life, and they have a very

‘winner take all’ view. They don’t care

really what happens to the product as

long as it’s making a huge profit.”

For recent grads, the working world 

is “a Sahara,” Kotkin says. “There is so

little out there.” 

But changes in the nature of work aren’t

new, says Paul Apodaca, Ph.D., associate

professor of sociology at Chapman.

“The cycles of economy and

technology produce similar situations 

over time so that the discussion of how

technology is affecting work occurs in

every age among all people but always

seems urgently new to those looking at

the issue,” Apodaca says. “It is somewhat

illusionary to think the changes we are

going through at any particular moment

are more important or consequential than

those experienced by folks in the past 

or in the future.”

And what doesn’t change, he says, 

“is who is going to do the work and 

that work will define roles in culture 

and society.”

Yet Kerk F. Kee, Ph.D., assistant

professor of communication studies at

Chapman, thinks the rise of independent

contractors instead of full-time employees

could be read as an emancipation of

workers from their employers, a further

collapse of the bonds that arose during

the industrial revolution.

“The contractor’s arrangement allows

today’s workers to maintain a sense of

control over their own time and personal

priority while keeping companies as

sources of income and livelihood,” he says.

“Perhaps some workers may begin 

to see another layer of reality. While 

they may identify themselves with the

corporations they work for, the

corporations may not completely identify

with, or feel tied to, or dependent on, 

the workers that work for them.”

That feeds into what Dr. Kee sees as a

national tendency to individualism. The

industrial economy forced individuals to

subjugate themselves to their work, from

the dehumanizing elements of assembly

lines to the expected conformity of

corporate culture. The new economy 

has fewer constraints. “Knowledge and

information work has a greater degree 

of personal flavor to it,” Dr. Kee says. 

“It is not that workers have changed, but

the work environment and the nature 

of work have changed.”
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Kerk Kee, Ph.D.

“It is not that workers have changed, but the work 
environment and the nature of work have changed.”

KERK F. KEE, PH.D.[ [

Continued from previous page
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The newest generation of workers

could be in a prime position to achieve

more satisfaction from their careers than

many in previous generations did.

“Perhaps the seductive idea of being

entrepreneurs, coupled with our cultural

tendency of individualism, plays a role 

in giving this generation of workers the

vision that they can work for themselves

and maintain a sense of autonomy on 

how they can express their own talents,

specialized skills and personal dreams,”

Dr. Kee says. “In that sense, contractors

have a say on who they are as specialists,

and this professional identity helps

redefine their relationship with the

companies that pay them for their work.

The work they perform helps them build

their personal career, and not simply a job 

that pays the bills.”

One of the biggest changes in the

work force over the past generation or

two has been women expanding and

continuing their working lives. It’s not

been an easy transition. Women still make

less than men, on average, for performing

similar work, says Roberta Lessor, Ph.D., 

a Chapman professor of sociology who

studies women in the work force. The gap

has narrowed to women making 80 percent

of what men make, but it’s still there. 

“The Women’s Movement of the late

1960s and 1970s marked a change from

women constantly moving in and out 

of the labor force to women being

continuously employed,” Lessor says.

“Protesting against the then-59-cents-on-

the-dollar wage gap with men, women

struggled for parity in hiring, promotion

and a place at the bargaining table to 

not only enter but to keep good jobs 

as they managed family responsibilities 

at the same time.”

Still, Dr. Lessor says, the future 

bodes well for women. They account 

for 58 percent of college enrollments

overall, and about half of current

enrollments in medical and law schools.

“The gendered change in education 

will bring great change to the work world

as well,” she said. “A new generation 

of educated women stands to become

leaders, at least in new ways of thinking

about work.”

Erik Wright ’08 and Evan Minogue ’08 joked at
Chapman about opening a “fantasy bike shop,”
and now they’ve made it happen.
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“A new generation of educated women stands to become 
leaders, at least in new ways of thinking about work.”

ROBERTA LESSOR, PH.D.[ [
Continued on next page
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At this point, Caroline Stegner would

just like to work, period. She graduated

from Chapman in May 2010 with a

bachelor’s degree in English — emphasis

on journalism — and a minor in

communications. A Panther newspaper

staffer, she landed internships at Modern

Luxury magazine and The Orange County

Register, and until September was working

as an editor’s assistant at Modern Luxury,

but that gig dried up. 

Stegner wants to work as a newspaper

reporter. But as that industry continues to

struggle, she’s looking now at pursuing a

career in public relations or in some other

non-journalistic slice of the mass media

industry. But the biggest hurdle she faces

in finding a job is her top priority: 

staying close to her family in Mission

Viejo, with whom she still lives. Even

moving 50 miles up the I-5 freeway to 

Los Angeles would take some convincing. 

And that puts her directly in the 

realm Kotkin talks about, those who put

family concerns ahead of professional

ambition. Given a hypothetical option

between a newspaper job in New York

City or a public relations job in Newport

Beach, with salaries offering identical

standards of living, Stegner says she’d 

take the PR job, despite her dream of

being a journalist.

“Our family is very close,” Stegner

says. “My mom is one of my best friends.

We cook together — we do everything

together. It would be hard if we lived 

in different states.”

Two 2008 Chapman graduates 

decided to try to create their own luck. 

Erik Wright, from Seattle, was a political

science major and volunteered for the

Obama campaign before taking a job with 

a legal-aid organization in his hometown.

Evan Minogue, of Los Angeles, was a film

major “and got burnt out, and we said,

dang, what can we do now?” The two

friends had joked in college about opening

a “fantasy bike shop,” and decided to try

to make the fantasy a reality.

Minogue’s family has a home in

Carpenteria, and initially they scouted 

shop locations there before deciding Santa

Barbara made more sense, in part because

of the bigger potential customer base. 

They zeroed in on a niche: heavy-duty

commuter and cargo bikes that they

thought would draw attention in the 

bike-friendly city. With financial backing

from Minogue’s family, they opened the

doors to WheelHouse Bikes in May 2009

— a year after graduating.

So far, Wright says, sales for 2010 are

well ahead of 2009. Growing too is their

sense of satisfaction with their work lives.

“It’s definitely not the easiest thing in 

the world,” Wright says, “but it’s a whole 

lot of fun every day.”
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HIRING CRITERIA:
Grades Score, but Give
an Assist to Sports 

Want to improve your chances of

landing a job after graduation?

Being active in student

government or playing college sports can

help, according to research conducted

jointly by Shari Young Kuchenbecker,

Ph.D., assistant professor of psychology at

Chapman, and former student Rosezetta

Henderson ’09, a basketball player while 

at Chapman.

Their paper, “Whom Would You Hire?

Do Collegiate Athletes Have an Advantage?” 

was presented in August at the 2010

American Psychological Association Annual

Convention in San Diego. Their survey of

employers’ criteria in hiring found that

grades were most important, followed by

campus leadership and playing team sports

— especially if the person doing the hiring

is an athlete. The reason? Athletes have 

a sense of common bond, even if they 

play different sports.

“There’s kind of an honor among the

athletes,” Dr. Kuchenbecker says. “It’s an

important connection.”

And student government leaders come

to the job with leadership experience.

“The value of team membership, being a

team player, that’s huge, in every organization,

especially now,” Dr. Kuchenbecker says.

But those are secondary weapons in 

the graduating senior’s arsenal. The study, 

Dr. Kuchenbecker says, “is a good reminder

for students that grade point matters.”

– Scott Martelle

Scott Martelle, an instructor in Chapman's journalism program, 

is an Irvine-based author and journalist.

Continued from previous page

Rosezetta Henderson ’09, left, and 
Dr. Shari Young Kuchenbecker

Caroline Stegner ‘10:
Still searching
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on Orange County’s export will be more

modest than the nation.

The strength in real exports and real

GDP growth, however, will be partially

offset by continued weakness in Orange

County’s construction spending but, on

balance will positively affect job creation.

Year-over-year payroll job growth will

increase from virtually no growth in the

third quarter of 2010 to 1.9 percent by

the fourth quarter of 2011. While such

growth pales compared with historical

standards, it points to the creation of

21,000 net new payroll jobs in Orange

County in 2011. 

Most of the new jobs over the

2010–11 period will be created in the

services sector. The most rapid growth 

is forecasted in the education and health

services sector. Outside of the services

sector, the retail and wholesale sectors 

are forecasted to show recovery in 2011.

High unemployment rates, consumer

deleveraging and declining nominal 

income led to a sharp decline in consumer

spending. But with recession ending,

consumers are becoming more secure 

about their jobs and are spending again.

In the goods-producing sector,

employment growth in the construction

sector will remain weak. On the bright side,

the manufacturing sector is improving. 

Our Orange County purchasing managers’

index hit bottom in the first quarter of

2009, and since the third quarter of 2009,

the index remained over the reading of 50,

suggesting expansion in this sector. The

rapid increases in productivity enabled

employers to produce higher levels of

output with existing or even lower numbers

of employees. But an expected slowdown 

in productivity growth and increase in

output would lead to hiring in this sector

by year-end 2010 and 2011. 

Improvements in income and taxable

sales spending are good news to the state

and local governments. But, the projected

increase in the state’s general-fund revenue

will not be sufficient enough to cover the

state’s projected spending. It is imperative,

therefore, for the governor and legislatures

to avoid imposing hefty taxes to solve tight

budgetary conditions. Higher taxes could

derail this weak and fragile recovery.

Although many focus on

unemployment rates in evaluating

the direction of the economy, 

the rate of job creation is a more relevant

and useful statistic. And the most reliable

measure is payroll employment. Orange

County’s payroll job growth depends on

the performance of national and international

economies and local construction spending.

Clearly, the recession is over, and the

probability of a double-dip recession is

slim. The Anderson Center’s June update

forecast calls for a weak but sustained

growth in real gross domestic product

(GDP) through 2011. A low trade-

weighted value of the dollar and gradual

improvements in the world economy 

are projected to increase growth in real

exports over the remainder of the year,

and the gains will gradually accelerate 

into 2011. The recent development in 

the Euro-zone has, of course, a negative

impact on our exports, but the impact 

By Esmael Adibi, Ph.D.
Director, Anderson Center for Economic 
Research at Chapman University

The February benchmark employment data confirmed that the recession had a greater negative impact

on Orange County than initial reports suggested. The revised data show that since the beginning of 

the national recession in December 2007, Orange County lost 110,200 payroll jobs or a decline of 11.4

percent. This marks the sharpest employment decline in Orange County since the end of World War II.

THE RECOVERY IS HERE, 
BUT JOB MARKET WILL BE SLUGGISH

33rd Annual Chapman University Economic Forecast
Presented by Bank of America
Monday, December 6, 2010
Orange County Performing Arts Center, Costa Mesa. For more

information or reservations, please call 714-744-7958.

save
the

date!
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The noted philosopher Jon Bon Jovi

once said, “Map out your future, 

but do it in pencil.” If only this

quote came inscribed on my college

diploma. Then when I walked off

the graduation stage in May 2009, 

I would have had a better idea 

how to approach the first post-grad

year of my life. Instead, I walked

off that stage with what I thought

would be the rest of my life,

chiseled in stone.

After graduation I set off for New York

City to become, in accordance with 

my set-in-stone future, editor-in-chief 

of a national magazine. Since high school I 

had known I wanted to improve women’s lives

through the written word, and I thought the

stars would align and my awesome magazine

career would unfold in the Big Apple. Talk

about a rude awakening.

That I didn’t know a single soul in New

York didn’t matter, nor that I barely had 

enough money saved for one month’s rent. 

I like to refer to this as the post-grad glow —

when a recent graduate thinks because she

made it through four years of exams, midterms

and presentations, she can inevitably conquer

the world with a snap of her fingers.

I was guilty as charged. 

So when I ended up moving back in 

with my parents, four hours outside of the 

city, reality wasted no time putting me in my

place. Bye-bye, post-grad glow. It was fun 

while it lasted. 

I spent the next two months in front of 

my computer, applying for every job I could

find. Me and every other person in America, 

it seemed. The worst economy since the 

Great Depression? Didn’t I know it.

Then on Oct. 30, 2009, I received a 

By Kate Westervelt ’09

For Kate Westervelt ’09, a paid internship at InStyle magazine led quite literally to a tipping
point in her young career.

THERE WILL BE BLOOD –   
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phone call from the internship supervisor

at InStyle magazine in New York. She

offered me a coveted full-time paid

editorial internship. After making countless

dreary drives into the city to interview for

potential magazine positions, finally there

was a sunny break in the post-grad cloud

of doom. Take that, economy. 

The night before my first day of work, 

I changed my outfit 16 times. This was,

after all, a fashion magazine. In Manhattan.

I spent the first half of that night replaying

scenes from The Devil Wears Prada — 

the ones in which Meryl Streep totally

annihilates everyone in her path. Then I

spent the second half reminding myself 

not to reference The Devil Wears Prada

in any way during my first day. 

After polite introductions, sure enough,

the woman training me asked if I had seen

the movie. I stopped, replayed the question

to make sure it hadn’t actually come out 

of my mouth, and after I responded with

an uncertain “Yes,” I gulped, loudly. 

With a fierce look in her eyes I’ll never

forget, she replied, “Well this is just like

that.” I couldn’t help but think: What 

did I get myself into? 

In high school I had a teacher who

said, no matter how tough a job seems,

give it 30 days to get better before you

quit. I had to remind myself of this every

30 days. And especially on the day I

ingested copious amounts of coffee and

carelessly (yet energetically!) sliced off 

the tip of my finger. This was week two, 

and here I was bleeding all over the art

department’s cutting board.

The worst part was I’d been told not 

to have food or drink anywhere near the

cutting board. So, as I used my one good

hand to apply pressure to my now

hanging-by-a-thread fingertip, I made a

giant circle with my arms, as if I were

carrying a beach ball, and pressed the

offending cup between my upper arm and

ribcage. Then I walked briskly back to my

desk, trying desperately not to drip blood

or spill coffee. The rest of the experience 

was a jumble of “Oh-my-Gods!” from the

other interns, hurried strides to the

building’s medical center and butterfly

stitches to reattach my fingertip.

When I got home, I sat alone in my

fifth-floor walk-up and cried away the 

day’s stress. 

Being alone is a good — in fact a

necessary — part of living a well-balanced

life. And it’s ironic that in a city full of

people, I was feeling the most alone I had

ever felt in my life. As my mother so often

does, she reminded me that while the

situation was tough, it was temporary 

and I should take the time to get to know

myself. So I did just that. On frigid winter

mornings, I ran along the Hudson River,

figuring out what I was meant to do with

my life now that I was out of the

classroom. Using this alone time to get 

to know who I was and what I wanted 

out of life made me stronger for the time

when I started to make new friends and

more-informed career choices. 

I also learned a valuable lesson about

change: Be open to it.

Trying to resist change was an

exhausting battle that absorbed all of my

energy. I was so dead set on what I wanted

to become that I didn’t allow life to take 

me in a different direction, even if that

direction was better. 

After desperately clinging to the career 

I thought I should have, I decided to remove

the frame I had put on my life at the same

time that I put one around my Chapman

diploma. I learned that by framing my

future, I was limiting the space I had to 

fill it with life’s opportunities.

Now I consider my post-grad life a

canvas, and I’m not afraid to let it spill off

the edges.

In his book Higher Education: On Life,

Landing a Job, and Everything Else They Didn’t

Teach You in College, author Kenneth Jedding

brilliantly summarizes the post-grad struggle

to find the right career. “The truth is this:

Figuring out what you really, really want 

to do is an ongoing process, not an event.” 

After reading Jedding’s book and taking

Bon Jovi’s advice, I’ve decided to reimagine

my future and continue to persevere. Will

success come easily? No, it won’t. Will it

come immediately? Absolutely not. But any

success worth having is worth the hard

work that goes into it. And so, to my fellow

struggling graduates, I say, hang in there.

There is no testimony without first 

the test.

“I walked briskly back to my desk, trying desperately not 
to drip blood or spill coffee. The rest of the experience 
was a jumble of ‘Oh-my-Gods!’ from the other interns, 
hurried strides to the building’s medical center and 

butterfly stitches to reattach my fingertip.”[ [

    AND A REVELATION

Westervelt reports: “I’m now busting my butt at a private hedge fund in Manhattan — and loving every minute of it.” 
Her blog about her post-grad adventures is at autumnsundays.com.

work in    progress
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CAPITAL IDEAS
Stephanie Vance ’88 helps clients find 
ways to make Washington work.

Stephanie Vance ’88 stands before 700 cycling advocates at the National Bike Summit, ready to issue

marching orders for their foray into the halls and corridors of Congress. Be clear about what you

want, tell them why it’s relevant, and describe how its relevant to real live people,” says Vance, 43, 

the author of four books about influencing Congress. “And expect to meet with congressional aides,

who will be very young. Appreciate them — no matter what part of their body is tattooed or pierced.”

“People are really frustrated with government,” says Stephanie Vance
’88, co-founder of Advocacy Associates. “They aren’t getting what they
want, and one reason is they don’t know how to ask properly.”

work in    progress
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It’s vintage Vance — solid advice about the 

messy process of making federal law, spiced 

with humorous observations about life in our

nation’s capital.

Her presentation before the cycling advocates 

is one of three made to national organizations that

spring day as she explains how to use their clout

while in town.

“People are really frustrated with government —

they aren’t getting what they want, and one reason 

is that they don’t know how to ask properly,” 

says Vance.

Come July, when the legislators had returned

home to their districts to campaign for the fall

elections, Vance was traveling the country to spread

her message of citizen involvement. In mid-July, 

she spoke to high school social studies teachers in

Peoria, Ill., detailing how they could encourage their

students to get involved. She flew to Atlanta to talk

to a veterinarians group. She stopped at Penn State 

to address the Pennsylvania Schools Librarians

Association before returning to D.C. to deliver the

keynote address at the Taking Action for Animals

conference, sponsored by the Humane Society of the

United States.

For the past several years, Vance has worked 

with the American Library Association, setting up

lobbying day schedules and training citizen advocates

when they come to Washington. She also helps

develop grassroots networks for the ALA and other

organizations across the country. 

“Our people really love her,” says Lynne Bradley,

the ALA’s director of government relations. “Citizens

can feel overwhelmed or inconsequential in the

process. She shows them how they can make 

a difference.”

Vance, who grew up in Palo Alto, wasn’t thinking

of a career in Washington, D.C. when she arrived at

Chapman in 1984. At the time, she was an aspiring

flutist, dreaming of someday performing in one of

America’s leading symphony orchestras. She’d been

accepted at a music conservatory, but Vance chose

Chapman, knowing she would study with celebrated

flute teacher Arthur Hoberman while also getting 

a solid liberal arts education. 

That strategy paid off. Halfway through her four

years at Chapman, she decided against pursuing a

music career and found herself drawn to political

science and philosophy. 

“The liberal arts opened my eyes to the fact there

were other things I could do, and there were other

topics I was interested in,” says Vance, who lives in

Washington with her husband, Tim Silva, a social-

policy researcher. 

She spent the second half of her senior year in

Chapman’s Washington semester, and by the time 

she graduated, she’d landed a job as a receptionist 

at Preston Gates, a top Washington lobbying firm.

Three months later, she was promoted to legislative

assistant, a position she held for five years, during

which she developed a keen understanding of the

capital’s inner workings.

By 1992, she had decided to leave the lobbying

ranks to work on Capitol Hill. She joined the

congressional staff of U.S. Rep. Mike Kreidler, a

Democrat from Washington state. After he was defeated

in the Republican landslide of 1994, she went back

to lobbying, this time for National Public Radio,

whose federal subsidy was then under attack by the

House GOP. A year later she returned to Congress,

working for U.S. Rep. Anna Eshoo of California, 

and later, U.S. Rep. Earl Blumenauer of Oregon. 

“I discovered that I had to go back to Capital Hill

until I was tired of it,” she says. “Otherwise, it’s still

in your system and never goes away.”

By age 33, she’d grown weary of the long hours

and grueling pace of the congressional world. So 

she set out on her own, setting up a company called

AdVance Consulting to work with citizen advocates

coming to the city. Five years later, she joined forces

with state government relations specialist Jason

Jordan to form Advocacy Associates. Today the

company has four full-time staff members and is

adding a fifth this fall. 

Advocates like those cyclists at the National Bike

Summit continue to descend on D.C. to make change,

and Vance is there it help them make it.

“Persistence is the key,” she tells the crowd.

“Persistence can beat talent and genius. Persistence

can grind an iron beam into a needle. So go out 

there and be effective advocates. Keep asking until

you get the right answer.”

By David McKay Wilson

“Persistence is the key. Persistence can beat talent and genius. 
Persistence can grind an iron beam into a needle.” STEPHANIE VANCE ’88[ [
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Atow-truck driver had spotted

something suspicious — a tangle of

wires and odd-looking components

on the seat of a car. That’s how Riverside

County Deputy Sheriff Werksman ended

up stuffed into a 95-pound bomb suit on 

a 114-degree day, making not one but two

cautious approaches while everyone else

got out of the way.

Happily, the “bomb” turned out to be 

a battery for a bicycle light. Still, it was a

pretty sticky situation — inside the suit.

“It’s just not a comfortable environment,”

Werksman says, recalling that day as one 

of his worst on the job .

Really? Sweeping the airport and hotels

when former Pakistani President Pervez

Musharraf came to town wasn’t nerve-

wracking? Disposing of an improvised

incendiary device placed on the campus 

of UC Riverside was just another day?

Detonating pipe bombs rigged up by 

teen-agers doesn’t set the teeth on edge?

Not really. It’s all serious business, to 

suited for the job

David Werksman’s duties include guiding 
$280,000 robots, but it’s his mental tools 
that make him a bomb-disposal big shot. 

Story by Dawn Bonker

Photos by Sarah Lee ’12

David Werksman ’91 

was having a bad day 

at work, and when you’re 

a bomb disposal expert 

that’s no small thing.
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be sure, but it’s exactly what Werksman is

expertly trained to do, what other people

think he and his colleagues are crazy to do.

“We’re not crazy. We’re very

well trained, and we’re

really good at what

we do. We have to be.

We don’t get a second

chance to make

corrections,” says

Werksman, who

earned a liberal studies

degree at Chapman before going to the

police academy.

Initial training for the squad included a

stint at the FBI Hazardous Devices School,

as well as additional training in counter-

terrorism. Werksman and his partners are

trained to handle everything from a basic

pipe bomb to an improvised nuclear device.

They respond to about 400 calls a year

and, yes, many are false alarms. One was a

ticking metronome stored in an unlabeled

black box in an elementary school closet.

But 40 percent of their calls involve

actual explosives, ranging from devices 

left by eco-terrorists opposed to genetic

plant research at UC Riverside, to the 

work of bored teens who think it’s fun to

craft homemade pressure bombs. On one

night this fall Werksman defused nine 

such bombs. 

“We do anything that is hazardous 

that people don’t want to touch, whether it

involves chemicals, radiation or explosives.

We do it,” he says. 

Such grit is impressive and proudly

reflected on Werksman’s office wall, where

there’s a plaque printed with the John

Wayne quote “Courage is being scared to

death — but saddling up anyway.” The

work takes more than all that and bears

little resemblance to the Hollywood clichés.

Forget the white-knuckle scenes of ticking

clocks and harried bomb experts sweating

over red and black wires.

“You have to be calm, methodical, a

thinker,” Werksman says. “It’s very much 

a mental job. You have to have an aptitude

for math, science, electronics and chemistry

to do this job. You’re MacGyver and you’re

also a scientist,” he said.

Werksman’s equipment is cutting-edge,

ranging from $30,000 protective suits to a

$280,000 hazardous-duty robot equipped

with infrared lasers, water cannons and

high-resolution cameras. Pricey stuff with

the potential to save lots of lives. It’s an

equation that drew Werksman to this

particular arm of law enforcement. Truly

more bang for the buck.

“It’s doing something for an entire

community. We are helping a large amount

of people in a short amount of time,” he says.

But how does a liberal studies major

with coursework in teaching elementary

school music arrive at such a place? A 

ride-along with the Santa Ana P.D. helped

steer him toward law enforcement, but he

found that patrol duty didn’t give him the

satisfaction he craved. After 9/11 he wanted

to be part of a counter-terrorism effort.

When he and his team are called into

service, they know there are no other options.

“It has to end with us. We have to

resolve the situation,” he says.

As intense as the work is, Werksman

says it doesn’t define who he is as a person.

He describes himself as a professional

dedicated to his job, but who’s also a dad

and a soccer coach. He doesn’t take his

work home, literally or otherwise. When 

his 10-year-old daughter suggested her

soccer team be called “The Little Bombers,”

Werksman quickly snuffed out the idea.

“Nope, nope, nope. We’re not doing

that,” he said.

So they’re the Pink Panthers. But our guess

is that they’re still a pretty fearless bunch.

“It’s very much a mental job. … 
You’re MacGyver and you’re also a scientist.”

DAVID WERKSMAN[ [

“We are helping a large amount of people in a short
amount of time,” Werksman says of his duties. 

Behind David Werksman’s desk hangs a
sign from a bomb-disposal range in Iraq.

work in    progress



The journey from Chapman’s

broadcast journalism program first

took her to Bluefield, W.Va. and

then to Pittsburgh, Pa., before bringing

her back to her native Southern California

as a correspondent for E! Networks and 

a helicopter reporter for KABC/7, among

other on-air roles.

Drolen knew exactly what she was

getting into.

“I learned so much from (Professor)

Pete Weitzner,” she says. “He would speak

to us as someone who’d been there as a

reporter, and he set realistic expectations

from day one. We knew we weren’t going

to start in the No. 2 market — we would

have to start small, and if we worked 

our tails off, we could move up.”

Drolen wouldn’t trade any of her

experiences, she says — not the county

fairs, not the hostage situations, not even

the six-month anniversary of 9/11, when

she reported from the plane crash site in

Shanksville, Pa., where debris still littered

the trees. She had to interview the loved

ones of those who had died. “I’ll never

forget those family members and hearing

the church bells toll once for each victim,”

she says. “That was probably my hardest

day on the job, but it was an honor to tell

their stories.”

Now, as morning news traffic reporter,

Drolen says she understands how

important her role is for commuters. She’s

on camera with updates about every eight

minutes, and each report is an ad-lib with

new information. “Basically I’m covering

breaking news all morning,” she says. 

“I absolutely love it. These are the skill

sets I like using best.”

The only downside: getting up at 

3 a.m. so she’s ready to go on the air 

at 5. Still, she says, “I enjoy my job 

every day. What could be better than

doing what you love?”

Roads Scholar

Training Days
After 11 years as a high school athletic trainer, 

Andy Sepulveda has many work stories.

There’s the memorable tale of a weary, come-from-behind football

team that clinched the playoffs in the final minutes of what was

expected to be their last game. There are the countless times kids

take a tumble and think “my season’s over,” but with help they discover

they can recover and play again. But for Sepulveda ’99, a graduate of

Chapman’s Athletic Training Education Program, the greatest part of her

job is that so many people trust her with so much.

It seems appropriate that

Whitney Drolen ’01 is telling

commuters how to avoid traffic

tie-ups these days as a reporter

for KCBS/2, because her own

road to major-market TV success

has been a circuitous one. 

“I know I can help them and they and their parents count

on me to do that. I can be there when they get hurt, and

they trust me enough to take care of them,” says Sepulveda,

a trainer at Northwood High School in Irvine. This year the

National Athletic Trainers’ Association honored Sepulveda

with its Secondary School Athletic Trainer Recognition Award

for a district that covers three states.

Hers is as much a calling as a career, says Sepulveda, 

who played volleyball, basketball and softball at El Modena

High in Orange. “I come from a family of six kids, and I’m

the oldest girl. I’ve done a lot of taking care of everybody. 

It’s just kind of the way I was built,” she says.

Two years ago she thought that might change. A 16-year-

old football player collapsed outside her office, felled by 

an undiagnosed and fatal heart condition. “Honestly at 

that point I didn’t know if I could do my job anymore,” 

she recalls. “As an athletic trainer it’s our worst nightmare, 

to lose an athlete.”

But friends, the school community and colleagues from

Chapman rallied around her. “They really got me through 

the worst part of my life and helped me to remember why 

I love my job and why I do what I do.”

“I learned so much from (Professor) Pete Weitzner,”
says Whitney Drolen ’01.

For Andy Sepulveda ’99, left, athletic
training is as much a calling as a career.

work in    progress
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Sharaf Mowjood ’05 was determined 

to make a difference at Chapman

University, and now he has set his

sights on the world.

While at Chapman, Mowjood pursued

a double major in film/television and peace

studies, with an emphasis in the Middle

East, while also founding the Muslim

Student Association, Nihongo Japanese

Club and Middle Eastern Student

Association (MESA). He also served in

Associated Students. 

His place of influence now is NBC

News in New York, where he is working 

on a fellowship after earning his master’s 

in journalism at Columbia. 

“Each day at the assignment desk is

different,” he says. “Sometimes I’m out

shooting stuff with a video camera, other

days I’m on the phone with producers,

correspondents and their crews.”

Drawing on his film and journalism

background, Mowjood has made many

documentaries, the most recent series 

being his favorite — video portraits he 

and his project cohorts call Brave Old World.

One video shows how two grandmothers,

two parents and two children interact in 

the same home. The series was featured 

on the New York Times website in August.

Working in Rockefeller Center, Mowjood

rubs elbows with the producers for Matt

Lauer, Ann Curry and others. “Working with

people who share the same love you have

makes work that much better,” he says. “They

care about getting it right and covering

stories that don’t usually get covered.

“That helps make this a very cool place

to work.”

A class about resolving ethnic conflict

with Dr. Angeliki Kanavou, assistant

professor of political science and peace

studies, was one of Mowjood’s favorites

while at Chapman University. 

“Dr. Kanavou’s class taught me how to

think twice about policy, and how to always

administer different scenarios and situations

when evaluating history, current situations

or any kind of issue taking place,” Mowjood

said. “Today at work, I always think about

case studies, evaluating an issue and really

dissecting it intellectually before moving

forward. Most importantly her class taught

me that any issue can have a variety of

perspectives, which can all be valid.” 

In the News 

Taking a giant leap of faith is a 

scary thing to do,” says Stephanie

Anderson ’09, who ought to know,

because she just took one.

Anderson recently gave up her job 

in University Advancement at Chapman

University to pursue a dream that reflects

her love of performing. She landed a job 

as a BlazerDancer for the NBA’s Portland

Trail Blazers. Anderson earned the position

after a rigorous audition process that

featured nearly 90 other entrants, including

a few hometown friends she had grown up

with on junior dance teams.

The job is not high-paying, but it is

high-profile. Anderson will be representing

a major NBA brand and will be involved 

in an exciting community of performance,

sports and media.

“Not many people are able or willing 

to take this kind of risk,” Anderson says.

“But my time at Chapman has given me 

the confidence, determination and skill 

to make this work.” 

After studying vocal and dance

performance in Chapman’s College of

Performing Arts, Anderson took a position

at her alma mater, “and now I find myself

relying on how my strong Chapman work

ethic is affecting my performance skills,”

she says.

“I really found myself at Chapman, 

and it has been very hard to leave.”

Anderson’s position entails more than

cheering and dancing at games; She will 

be active in team promotions, community

service and volunteer work.

“It doesn’t pay a lot,” she says, “but it

teaches plenty.”

She’ll have a chance to expand her

network of contacts and explore business

options while living her passion. 

She loved working at Chapman and hopes

eventually to return to a career in academic

planning and fundraising. In the meantime,

she will be hard at work trying to boost the

energy and optimism in her hometown.

“It’s a dream,” she says. “My family is 

in Portland, and I enjoy performing. And 

if, for whatever reason, it doesn’t work out,

I’m sure a desk job will still be there.”

Blazing a Trail 
By Melinda King ’04

“

Sharaf Mowjood ’05 at NBC News

Mowjood, right, with fellow Chapman alumni Chasen
Marshall ’06 and Mary Plummer ’06. All three earned
master’s degrees in journalism from Columbia University.

Stephanie Anderson ’09
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“I knew him as my Uncle John before I really knew
anything about his career,” Jonathan Sotzing ’10

says of his great uncle, Johnny Carson. 

That’s because Carson Entertainment

Group, the organization for which

Sotzing works, recently finished

digitizing all 3,300 hours of existing footage

from The Tonight Show during Carson’s reign

as host, creating a searchable archive for

producers and others seeking licensing

rights to particular clips. 

It’s Sotzing’s job to get the clips to

buyers in whatever format they want. 

“The last thing I did was for a guy whose

father had an interesting bug collection and

was on the show in the ’60s,” Sotzing says.

“Finding that clip wouldn’t have been

possible before, but now, within an hour 

I had something I could send him. And

that makes it fun.”

Sotzing’s father, Jeff, Johnny Carson’s

nephew, is the president of Carson

Entertainment and the one who spearheaded

the digitizing of the archive. 

He and Jonathan say that although it’s

been 18 years since Carson was the host 

of Tonight, and five years since he passed

away, interest in the comedy great’s body 

of work still keeps them plenty busy.

Jonathan can easily understand why.

Sometimes he’ll search out a clip for a

client and find himself absorbed by a

humorous bit. “Classic Don Rickles and

early Rodney Dangerfield get me every

time,” he says.

If he wanted, the Chapman PR and

advertising graduate could even look up 

a clip of himself. When he was 3, he

played Burt Reynolds’ son in a Tonight 

Show sketch. On his wall in the Carson

Entertainment offices hangs a framed 

photo of the scene, autographed by

Reynolds “to my son.”

Childhood memories of his great uncle

are even more precious to Jonathan. Like

the time Carson gave him a skateboard for

Christmas and then let him ride it around

on the marble floors of his Malibu home. 

“Whenever we went over, there were

always lots of laughs,” Jonathan says. 

“I knew him as my Uncle John before 

I really knew anything about his career.”

And now that the archive crisscrosses

his computer screen just about every day?

“I’m getting to learn so much more

about him,” he says, “and about how 

many lives he touched.”

Heeeeere’s Uncle Johnny

To America, he is the late, great

king of late night, a pop culture

icon, perhaps the greatest host

in TV history. To Jonathan

Carson Sotzing ’10, he will

always be simply Uncle John.

And – lucky him – these days

Sotzing gets to spend every

working day sharing and

enjoying the vast talents of his

great uncle, Johnny Carson.

work in    progress
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Vaughan Kelley ’62, a Chapman innovator who

planned the first American Celebration and Economic

Forecast, co-founded the 50 Year Club

and helped create the Athletic Hall of

Fame, passed away June 12.

David Moore, director of planned

giving at Chapman and a close friend,

described Kelley as the sort of person 

who knew no strangers.

“He was an amazing advocate and an

eternal optimist. Vaughan didn’t try to be

everybody’s friend. He didn’t have to try. 

It was just in his nature,” Moore said.

Kelley returned to his alma mater in

1975 as director of alumni relations and

coordinator of the Annual Fund and later as director 

of special events and community relations. In retirement,

he was a member of the Alumni Association’s Board 

of Directors and alumni representative to the Trustee

Athletic Committee.

In 2004, he and his wife, Diane ’63, established

Chapman’s first endowed scholarship in theatre. Kelley

was recognized as Chapman's Alumnus

of the Year in 1993, and he and Diane

were awarded the Bert C. Williams

Lifetime Service Award in 2005. He 

was inducted into the Athletics Hall 

of Fame in 2008.

“With his warm, outgoing and

dedicated spirit, Vaughan had a hand 

in creating some of Chapman’s most

enduring events and beloved traditions,”

Chapman President James L. Doti said in

a message to the Chapman community. 

Kelley also donated to Leatherby

Libraries his unique personal collections, including

memorabilia and a vast library of books about Franklin 

D. Roosevelt, a U.S. Calvary saber used in the Spanish

American War by a Kelley ancestor, and a variety of

Hopalong Cassidy collectibles.

Vaughan Kelley ’62 

CHAPMAN in memoriam

Tom Mankiewicz, acclaimed screenwriter and beloved

Chapman University faculty member since 2006 at the

Dodge College of Film and Media Arts, passed away July 31.

In a letter to faculty, Dodge College

Dean Bob Bassett recalled Mankiewicz 

as “one of a kind.”

“A wonderful raconteur who brought

Hollywood history to life through the living

legacy of his storied family as well as his

own filmography, Tom was a one-of-a-

kind teacher, beloved by his students. He

joined the Chapman family as a Marion

Knott Filmmaker-in-Residence in 2006

and continued on as a trustee professor 

in the years that followed, always eager 

to meet the next crop of new students.

“Few people I know have the zest for life that Tom

brought to everything he did. As most of you know, he 

sat on the bench in front of our building each week with

his own set of ‘groupies’ who continued to be fascinated

by the stories he would tell. Many a morning I came into

school to be hailed by Tom saying, ‘Bob, did you hear 

the one about ….’ and off he’d go.

“The loss of Tom Mankiewicz is a loss not only for 

Dodge College but for the global film

community.”

Mankiewicz was a highly praised

script doctor who was credited by

colleagues for salvaging the script for

Superman, starring Christopher Reeve.

For the long-running James Bond series,

he was first hired to rewrite Diamonds

Are Forever (1971) and went on to write

the original screenplays for Live and Let

Die (1973), The Man With the Golden

Gun (1974), The Spy Who Loved Me

(1977) and Moonraker (1979).

Mankiewicz was born into a screenwriting family. 

His father, Joseph L. Mankiewicz, was the Oscar-winning

writer and director of the 1950 film All About Eve. His

uncle, Herman J. Mankiewicz, co-wrote Citizen Kane

(1941) with Orson Welles.

Tom Mankiewicz
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CHAPMAN faculty news

As a fog machine spews, Richard

Doetkott bounds into the glare 

of a bright red spotlight and

acknowledges the standing ovation he’s

getting from the students in his Com 101

class. Wearing sunglasses and a Mickey

Mouse tie, Professor Doetkott completes 

an interpretive dance routine, and only

then does the class sit down.

Just looking at the wild white sideburns

as long as his cheeks, you get it. The man

wants to stand out. For 45 years, he has

personified true originality — for himself,

his students and Chapman University.

“There’s always a method to my

madness, but there’s always madness in 

my method, too,” says Doetkott, professor

of communication studies. 

This year, the public speaking course

has changed a bit. Professor Doetkott begins

class with Go Mickey playing over the sound

system — Mickey Mouse is the Com 101

mascot — and everyone starts breaking 

out their favorite dance moves. But now

instead of 150 students, there are 25.

“This class was always experimental,”

Professor Doetkott says. “The decision was

made last year to bring the class back to a

standard size, and this gives us the time to

go over all the data, videos, etc., generated

over the years of experimentation.”

At its core, however, the class retains its

vibrancy as Professor Doetkott goes to great

lengths to get students feeling comfortable

speaking in front of a large group. 

The professor believes public speaking

should not be confined to a classroom

setting, and he uses many techniques to

make that clear. At the beginning of each

semester, the students all take a turn

standing atop a table, trying to answer the

teasing questions of the professor, until 

they start really conversing with him.

“It breaks the walls down early on,”

Professor Doetkott says. “Students see 

PROF.  SPEAK EASY
With flair to spare, Richard Doetkott takes
the trepidation out of public presentations.
Story by Tyler Russell McCusker ’11 and Sarah Van Zanten ’11
Photos by Sarah Lee ’12

Professor Richard Doetkott involves all his Com 101 students from
day one, breaking down walls with exercises that build confidence.
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success from other students with these

exercises and it helps them gain confidence.”

Professor Doetkott has been achieving his

own success at Chapman for 45 years, and

he can track his time by the many projects

he has either launched or championed,

from the Department of Communication

Studies to Chapman Radio, from American

Celebration to the original audio visual

program to the first film and television courses

to the technical direction of Rumplestiltskin,

which won a national cable “Ace” award. 

But for Professor Doetkott, the most

important milestone is the development 

of the communications class 18 years ago.

Known affectionately by students and

alumni as “the Speech God,” he teaches

class members to find their “conversational

voice” — to converse with audience

members, not perform at them.

“Professor Doetkott’s Com 101 class

made me into the public speaker I am

today,” said Sharaf Mowjood ’05, who

works at NBC News in New York on a

fellowship after earning his master’s in

journalism from Columbia University. 

“I speak in front of network executives,

Columbia professors and even members 

of Congress. I still use the tactics I learned

in that class in my day-to-day life.”

Professor Doetkott’s teaching style

evolved over time and is derived from a 

few early-career failures, he says. Always a

skilled math and science student, he went

to the Milwaukee School of Engineering to

pursue an electrical engineering major. But

it didn’t take him long to know he wasn’t

cut out for such a career. “Not enough

interaction with people,” he says.

“Professor Doetkott taught me to just be

myself and therefore comfortable,” says Sara

Weinberg ’11. “In terms of presentations, he

taught me that a little flair can go a long way.”

“These students come in deathly afraid

of public speaking, and we see them

transformed into confident public speakers,

and it’s almost magical.” Professor Doetkott

says. “Knowing you are responsible for the

change, by giving them the room, method

and permission to blossom, and to be

themselves, well, it’s a teacher’s dream.”

There are more Com 101 experiences

on the horizon. On April 7, Professor

Doetkott will portray Abraham Lincoln as

part of Wilkinson College’s new season of

“A Night With...” performances. The show

will center on Lincoln as a public speaker,

and in particular his Gettysburg Address.

In addition, the professor and his
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“There’s always a method to my madness, but there’s always madness to my method, too,” says Professor Doetkott,
whose students join in as he moves to the music. 

Professor Doetkott works to give class members “the 
room, method and permission to blossom,” he says.

colleague, Professor Lance Lockwood, 

have contracted to write a textbook titled

Introduction to Public Conversing, with 

a chapter devoted to the Chapman

experimentation.

Professor Doetkott expects to continue

gaining insights and breaking down walls,

as he plans to teach five more years at

Chapman to at least reach the 50-year mark.

Good news for those who like to dance

as they learn.

“A student once described the bonding

in the course as being like therapy — and

that goes for me too,” Professor Doetkott

says. “Something special and often very

personal goes on in the course, and I love

being a part of it.” 
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CHAPMAN faculty news

Home on the Page, 
Not the Range

He’s no cook. “I can boil water 

for pasta,” says Fred Caporaso, Ph.D.,

food science professor, Schmid College 

of Science. But Dr. Caporaso, whose

expertise has taken him everywhere 

from the labs of Baskin-Robbins to the 

set of Discovery Channel’s MythBusters,

is the featured expert in a full-page 

story on the science of professional food

tasting in the October/ November issue 

of Fine Cooking magazine. Dr. Caporaso

was tapped by food writer Kelly Alexander to discuss how taste panels are trained

and why they are critical to food companies. The feature also includes a dapper

caricature of the professor decked out in lab coat and tie, an amusing portrayal, says

Caporaso, whose daily attire tends toward T-shirts. And we should all be thankful 

that Dr. Caporaso didn’t share recipes or cooking tips with the glossy magazine. 

“I just don’t even go there,” he said, chuckling.

Have Baton, Will Travel
Daniel Wachs, assistant professor 

and director of instrumental studies in

Chapman’s College of Performing Arts,

received invitations to conduct at two

celebrated music houses in November 

and December. Up first: conducting the

world premiere of “Dances Imaginaire 2” 

by internationally renowned composer

Toshio Hosokawa, with the Mozarteum

Orchestra of Salzburg and the Salzburger

Landesjugendorchester at the Festspielhaus,

home of the famed Salzburg Summer

Festival in Austria. The piece is part of 

the “2Orchestras” project initiated last

year by the Mozarteum.

Up next: guest conducting The New

York City Ballet’s performance of The Nutcracker on Dec. 18, 19 and 21 at Lincoln

Center. Professor Wachs’ fans closer to home can see him conduct at Chapman

during the 47th Annual Holiday Wassail Banquet & Concert on Dec. 3-4.

In the Home-country Limelight
During a recent trip to Greece to deliver talks, present a paper and meet with

scientists to discuss earthquake research, Menas Kafatos, Ph.D., dean of Schmid

College of Science, and his brother, malaria expert Fotis Kafatos, Ph.D., were the

subject of an in-depth profile in the leading Greek newspaper Eleutherotypia. The

article focused on the Kafatos’ childhood and early years in “the Greece of war … 

the Greece of poverty,” how they fled the country and went on to build distinguished

scientific careers. Fotis Kafatos is a professor at Imperial College in London.

Danish on her Plate
It’s been a busy fall for Angela Tumini,

Ph.D., assistant professor of Italian at

Chapman University. As she prepared 

to portray Danish author Karen Blixen 

to kick off Chapman’s new season of 

“A Night With…” performances, Dr. Tumini

also had her book on Danish director 

Lars von Trier published by VDM Verlag.

The Nov. 16 “A Night With…” portrayal

of Blixen, most famous for her memoir

Out of Africa, inaugurated the second

season of the Wilkinson College series, 

in which faculty members bring historic

personalities to life. Other scheduled

performances: Lynda Hall, Ph.D., assistant

professor of English, as Jane Austen on

Feb. 22, and Richard Doetkott, professor

of communication studies, as Abraham

Lincoln on April 7.

For her book on von Trier, An

Unintentional Liaison: Lars von Trier and

Italian Cinema and Culture, Dr. Tumini 

was able to meet with and interview 

the famously phobic director of Breaking

the Waves at his studios in Copenhagen

this summer.

Von Trier has been described as a

fearless provocateur, and he has said,

“Basically, I'm afraid of everything in life,

except filmmaking.” 

Dr. Tumini found him warm and

welcoming.

“I saw this humbleness in him,” she

says. “He is one of the most distinctive

and brave directors, but I also saw that 

he is so human.”
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Meeting Nobility at Armageddon
During recent travels to the Middle East, Marvin Meyer, Ph.D., chair of Chapman’s

Department of Religious Studies, and Julye Bidmead, Ph.D., assistant professor of

religious studies, met British nobles Lord Viscount and Lady Allenby of Megiddo at

the archaeological dig at Megiddo in Israel. A UNESCO World Heritage Site, Megiddo

is a multi-period archaeological dig with 27 layers of civilization from about 3500

BCE to 100 CE. It’s referred to as the place of “Armageddon” in the New Testament.

Chapman is among several universities collaborating on the current dig, for which

Lord and Lady Allenby of Megiddo are patrons. Lord Allenby is the great-nephew

of British Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, who in 1918 invaded the north of

Palestine, eventually leading to the end of Turkish rule in the region. 

Dressed for Success on Capitol Hill
Chapman University School of Law Professor

Ronald Rotunda was called to testify before the U.S.

Senate Judiciary Committee on the nomination of

Elena Kagan to the Supreme Court because he is one

of the nation’s most influential legal minds and most

frequently cited experts on constitutional law. But 

one of his trademark bow ties won a lighter moment

of attention at the hearings, too, landing him the

Huffington Post’s lofty title of Best-Dressed at the

Supreme Court Confirmation Hearings. Rotunda

appeared before the senators in a Chapman red blazer set off by a banana yellow bow

tie. “You’ll have to speak up — my tie is pretty loud!” he told the senators. Professor

Rotunda owns several dozen bow ties, including one emblazoned with sharks

carrying briefcases.

Asrar Joins Schmid Faculty
Ghassem Asrar, Ph.D. has been appointed a distinguished visiting professor 

in earth system science in Chapman’s Schmid College

of Science, where he will perform research in earth

observing and assist with the education of Chapman

students in Schmid programs. Currently, Dr. Asrar 

is director of the World Climate Research Program 

in Geneva, Switzerland, and his previous experience

includes 20 years of service with NASA, where he was

associate administrator for earth science. In addition,

he was the keynote speaker at Chapman’s “Beyond

Copenhagen” conference in April. 
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Touring Megiddo together were, from left, Julye Bidmead, Ph.D., Lady and Lord Allenby
and Marvin Meyer, Ph.D.

Lifetime Achievement
Judy K. Montgomery, Ph.D., professor

and program chair of Communication Sciences

and Disorders at Chapman University, has

received a lifetime achievement award from

the American Speech-Language-

Hearing Association (ASHA). 

It is the highest award given to

speech language pathologists and

audiologists. Dr. Montgomery

was recognized for establishing

services of the highest quality

for California students with

communication disorders, as

well as for her international

contributions to research, teaching,

professional publications and humanity.

A Familiar Face in 
a Far-flung Place

Across the cyber transom came this 
photo from Bob Bassett, dean of Chapman

University’s Dodge College of Film and

Media Arts, and Bill Kroyer, professor and

head of the digital arts program at Dodge,

who were in Beijing in October for the 2010

International Academic Conference on

Animation Education at Tsinghua University.

At Tsinghua’s School of Business and

Management, Dean Bassett and Professor

Kroyer discovered a display of Nobel Prize

winners, including Chapman University’s

Vernon L. Smith, Ph.D., winner of the 2002

Nobel Prize for his groundbreaking work 

in experimental economics. Small world!

While at the conference, Dean Bassett

and Professor Kroyer delivered a keynote

address titled “Teaching Classical Storytelling

in the Digital Age: The Challenge of

Educating the Millennial Student.”

Dean Bob Bassett, left, and Professor Bill Kroyer
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CHAPMAN alumni

Brkusic Wins Emmy Award

Brenda Brkusic, BFA film and TV ’04,

has won a Los Angeles Area Emmy

Award along with co-producer Jack

Baric for their documentary film Bloody

Thursday. Chapman alumnus Jared Cotton 

co-directed the film with Chris Burke.

Bloody Thursday is a revealing

documentary about the struggle of the 

West Coast dockworkers during the Great

Depression. The one-hour film that debuted

on KOCE/50 public television was one 

of three nominees in the category of Arts,

Culture and History.

Brkusic, KOCE-TV’s OC Channel manager,

is the executive producer of the film.

“I’m thrilled that millions of people will have the opportunity to experience

this inspirational and powerful moment in American history,” Brkusic said.

Last year, Brkusic won the prestigious Telly Award for her film Freedom

from Despair. The Telly Awards honor the best local, regional and cable

television commercials and programs, as well as the finest video and 

film productions.

Copeland to Unleash
3D Dinosaurs 

Dinosaurs and 3D filmmaking, two 

sure-bet ingredients that fire up our

collective imaginations, will come

together in a new feature-length movie from

Evergreen Films, the cutting-edge production

company of Chapman alumnus John Copeland ’73.

Evergreen has teamed with BBC Worldwide 

to create an as-yet-untitled feature-length 3D 

film about the ancient creatures, with release

projected for 2012.

“For the first time viewers are going to really

get to experience how big these animals were,”

Copeland said. “In 3D you get a sense of their 

size and mass and the space that they occupied.”

Copeland’s company has produced numerous

film and television features, including the award-

winning Icy Killers: Secrets of Alaska’s Salmon Shark

and Man Created Dog, both for the National

Geographic Channel.

Brenda Brkusic ’04

Chapman University celebrates its roots all next year with a full

calendar of 150th Anniversary activities – so don’t miss out! 

A major highlight will be Chapman’s 150th Birthday Party and

Open House, set for Saturday, May 7, 2011. Plan to join us on

campus for free classes by top professors, plus free performances

by student and faculty musicians, campus tours, free birthday

cake, a closing fireworks display and much more.

The 150th Anniversary year will also mark the 30th anniversary

of American Celebration, as well as the 20th anniversary of

President James L. Doti as Chapman’s visionary leader. There

will be many more celebratory events throughout the year, as well

as the release of two hardcover commemorative books. 

Chapman University’s 150th Anniversary

The Countdown Begins! 

An official 150th Anniversary website — www.chapman.edu/150 — 

will launch on Jan. 1, as will “a tweet a day” on Chapman history at Twitter.com (Chapman150). 

Chapman University’s 150th Anniversary is a once-in-a-lifetime event, 
so make plans now to be here for this historic celebration! 
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CHAPMAN alumni

1930s
Ella Henshaw, BA sociology ’37,
is living out her retirement in

Tujunga after her 10-year vocation

as a social worker for the state of

California followed by18 years of

teaching. While at Chapman, she

was a member of Beta Chi sorority,

secretary of the student body,

senior class president and a

Chapman Lady. At 97 years old,

Ella is active in the Baptist Church.

She is also a porcelain artist and 

an avid traveler, having visited

Norway, Australia, New Zealand,

Germany and many other

countries. At press time, Ella was

planning to attend the October

2010 Homecoming and Family

Weekend event on campus,

reuniting with alumni who

attended Chapman at the Los

Angeles and Whittier campuses.

Ella cites her Chapman experience

as one of the most important of 

her life and feels it gave her a 

good foundation for the rest of 

her eventful journey.

1940s

� Wayne Bennett, BA
education ’48, is retired from 
his career as vice president of the
Bank of Stockton and is living in 
a beachfront condo in Honolulu, 

to which he invites his classmates.
A longtime supporter of the
Disciples on Campus scholarships,
Wayne visited Chapman in July
2010 for the GLAD Summer
Retreat, sponsored by the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) and the Gay, Lesbian and
Affirming Disciples Alliance, Inc.
As part of an annual tradition, 
he attended the summer 2010
welcome reception for incoming
Chapman students held in
Honolulu. Wayne can be reached
at lwaynebenn@aol.com.

1950s

E-mail your news and photos to alumni@chapman.edu or mail to: Alumni Relations, One University Drive, Orange, CA 92866.

Any pictures received by mail will be scanned and returned. Class Notes are subject to editing due to space. To post Class

Notes and photos online, visit www.alumni.chapman.edu.

C L A S S  N O T E S

1960s

� Richard Eisleben, BA religion
’69, took his 67th international

assignment, to Indonesia, continuing

his career in television production.

He has gathered material in 43

states and visited 56 countries,

including three trips to Uganda,

four to Russia and 10 to Israel. His

segments have been seen on all the

major broadcast and cable networks.

Rick lives in Newport Coast.

George Funk, BA economics and
business ’68, and Karen (Phillips)

Funk, BA home economics ’67, 

of Lincoln, invited a few of their

college friends to the wedding of 

their daughter, Jennifer, in Palo Alto.

Jennifer Funk, assistant professor 

of biology at Chapman University,

on sabbatical at Stanford University,

married Mike Macpherson, a senior

scientist at 23andme.com. Wedding

guests included Barbara Campbell

Phipps, BA physical education ’67,

and husband Larry of Oakridge,

Ore.; Jim Mather, BA economics

and business administration ’64, and

Karin (Olson) Mather, BA home

economics ’68, of Tucson, Ariz.; and

Jack Thompson, BA economics and

business administration ’66, and

wife Maryann of Henderson, Nev.

� Roberta (Balding) Wetzell,
BA art ’59, and Bill Wetzell, BA
political science ’61, celebrated 

50 years of marriage on June 26,

2010. Sixty-five friends attended 

a luncheon celebration at the

Wetzell’s home in Apple Valley.

� Don Jarman, BA English ’50, and Sharon (Becker) Jarman, MA
organizational leadership ’01, took their second trip to Germany, to visit
Berlin and Dresden, and to Prague, Czech Republic. They saw many
memorials and museums, including an exhibit of Frida Kahlo’s work and
the Old Synagogue in Prague. The photo shows the couple standing in
front of Frauenkirche and the statue of Martin Luther. Both the building
and the statue were destroyed by the intensive bombing of Feb. 13, 1945, 
but were rebuilt from 1994 to 1996. The inside of the church can only 
be described as “Awesome.” Don, a minister, said it would be a challenge 
to preach in such a building. “I can hit the back wall in most churches
with my voice, but this place is so immense I doubt if I could reach the
middle pews. Oddly, they call the whole building a chapel. I don’t know
what it seats, but they claim they fill it on Sundays. At its rededication,
250,000 people were present.” The couple reside in Beaverton, Ore.
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1990s1970s

Richard T. Pitts, BA chemistry
’70, was inaugurated on July 17,

2010, as the 121st president of the

Orange County Medical Association

(OCMA), one of the largest medical

societies in the United States. He is

assistant area medical director and

chief of occupational medicine for

Kaiser Permanente, Orange County.

He served with the U.S. Reserve

Medical Corps from 1998–2006 and

retired as a lieutenant commander. 

1980s

Kevin Olsen, BS management
science ’89, MBA business

administration ’92, was promoted

to national sales director with

Primerica, an insurance company.

Kevin lives in Villa Park with his

wife, Tamara Light-Olsen, BA

movement and exercise science ’88,

MA special education ’91. They

have three children, Mackenzie,

16, Kevin, 14, and Madeleine, 12.

� Michael “Pooch” Puccini,
BA communications ’88,

auditioned in New York City for

Last Comic Standing 7 in spring

2010. He was featured in the

national commercial promotion 

for the show and in the second

episode. From his home base in

Denver, he travels the nation to

perform. See some of his clips 

and current touring schedule at

www.poochcomedy.com. 

Hiromi Zeoli, BA
Communications ’91, and her

husband, Dion Schram, welcomed

twins Mayumi and Nicholas on

Feb. 13, 2010. They also have a 

6-year-old daughter, Emi. Hiromi

is an executive director of

marketing and creative at 

20th television, which is the

syndication/cable division of the

Fox Network. Dion works as a

manager for The Capital Group,

American Funds, in Irvine. The

family resides in Long Beach.

2000s

Mark Buchner, BM music

performance ’09, of Placentia has

been named principal bass of the

Dubuque Symphony Orchestra.

Mark has also been selected as

substitute bass for the Chicago

Symphony with Riccardo Muti,

music director. Mark is currently

pursuing a graduate degree 

in string performance at

Northwestern University, 

studying with Peter Lloyd. 

� Joshua Mikus-Mahoney,
BM music performance ’99, and

wife Ariana welcomed daughter

Tanith on Aug. 26, 2010. The

family resides in Walnut Creek.

Kathryn Borneman, BA
communications ’97, is a senior

project manager for Dealer.com,

creating websites for the

automotive industry. She lives 

in Burlington, Vt.

� Patricia M. Batt, MS human resources management ’97, has served

in the Air Force for 19 years and is a joint military personnel officer. 

She received the Defense Meritorious Service Medal from Navy Reserve

Rear Adm. Ray English in a ceremony at Fort Eustis, Va. Patricia, 

husband Brian and their three children, Zachary, Emily and Olivia, 

reside in Stafford, Va.

� Beth Brunner, BA English and liberal studies ’00, MA education

’01, married Marine Corps Major Stephen Lavelle on Feb. 13, 2010 at St.

Norbert’s Catholic Church in Orange. Several Chapman alumni attended,

including Bonnie (Brunner) Wangsgard, BA English ’97, MA education

’01; Genevieve (Gibb) Bell, BA liberal studies ’01; Amy Canales, BFA

film and television ’00; and Guy Arnone, BA film and television ’03. 

Beth and Stephen live in Tustin.

CHAPMAN alumni
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� Heather Edwards, BA
communications ’00, married

Seven Binns Jr. at Grace E. 

Simons Lodge at Elysian Park 

in Los Angeles. The couple

honeymooned in Riviera Maya,

Mexico. Heather, a certified

personal trainer, fitness instructor

and coach, is the owner of Full 

of Life Fitness, LLC in Burbank.

For more information, visit

www.fulloflifefitness.com.

Andrew Gabell, BFA television
and broadcast journalism ’09, is

the co-host of the city of Anaheim’s

YouTube series Behind the Scenes.

The series provides a unique look

at community involvement in 

city programs, including Major

League Baseball’s 81st All-Star

Game, held in Anaheim in July,

featuring interviews with baseball

legends and fans. 

� Laura (Jonson) Haberland,
BS business administration ’02,

and her husband, John, became

parents on July 2, 2010 to Isobel

Ann. The family lives in Virginia

and can be reached at

laurajonson777@msn.com.

Todd Killingsworth, BA film
production ’09, was named one of

the “top 13 under 30” in film/TV

marketing by Brief Magazine. His

promotional spots have been

viewed by more than 150 million

audience members, including

viewers of Super Bowl XLIV. Todd

has produced spots for many 

high-profile shows, including

Heroes, The Amazing Race, The

Grammys and 30 Rock. He works 

as a writer, producer and editor 

for CBS in Los Angeles. 

� Lauren Miller, BA public
relations and advertising ’06, of

Diamond Bar, opened a women’s

clothing boutique, Laurenly, in Old

Towne Orange on June 26, 2010.

Located at 142 N. Glassell St., 

the shop features brand-name

designs as well as Lauren’s

handmade line of cutting-edge

accessories. For more information,

call 714-538-7467.

Todd Musgrove, BS computer
information systems ’06, of

Chicago, launched a meal-

planning and weight-loss iPhone

application, intelli-Diet, available

in Apple’s App Store. The website

is http://intelli-Diet.com.

Tom Pokladowski, JD law ’06,
was appointed director of the

paralegal and legal programs 

at University of California, 

Irvine Extension. As a part of 

the management team of the

Business, Management and Legal

departments, Pokladowski

oversees the promotion and

development of paralegal

curriculum. Pokladowski is a

member of the State Bar of

California, the Orange County 

Bar Association and the American

Bar Association.

Erin (Phillips) Tullius, BA
communicatons ’02, has published

her first book, Mind Over Fatter:

The Secret to Thinking Yourself Thin.

After several years of owning 

a fitness studio and struggling 

with her own weight, Erin wanted

to give her clients more than 

just a nutrition plan and fitness

regimen. The book provides

inspiration, motivation and 

hope, tapping into the mental 

and emotional barriers that keep

many people feeling stuck and

unhealthy. For more information,

visit www.mindoverfatterbook.com.

Erin is a certified Pilates instructor

at Tullius Chiropractic & Pilates

Center in Grover Beach.

� Bryce Carlson, BA screenwriting ’07, married Lindsey Marcon,

BFA film production ’07, at El Adobe de Capistrano, the historic 1797 

San Juan Capistrano landmark. Alumni in the wedding party included

maid of honor Melissa Loschy, BFA graphic design ’07, and bridesmaids

Brit Liggett, BFA TV and broadcast journalism ’07; Nikki Bennett, BA

public relations and advertising ’07; and JoJo Rosholm, BA communications

studies ’07. The event was featured on www.100layercake.com, a wedding

blog. Lindsey is associate producer at Mob Scene Creative + Productions

in Beverly Hills. The studio creates trailers, TV spots and behind-the-

scenes and DVD special features. Bryce is the managing editor at BOOM!

Studios, a comic book publisher in Los Angeles. He has worked on

Phillip K. Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep and Hunter’s Fortune

and has written the Wall-E comic book for BOOM! Kids. The couple 

live in Los Angeles.

Photo credit: NOA AZOULAY-SCLATER - Feather Love Photography
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Doyle V. Clark, BA economics ’57, passed away Aug. 29, 2010. 

He attended the Los Angeles campus of Chapman College for his

freshman year before moving to Orange. He was married to Karen

Van Dyke for 22 years until her death. Doyle was employed by

Safeway Stores before graduation, a career path which led him to

Spokane, Wash. and the egg plant division of Safeway. After more

than two decades with Safeway, Doyle became a vice president,

managing more than 100 stores for Furr’s Supermarket Inc. in Texas.

He married Sally Scruggs in 1979, and together they ran a grocery

warehouse business in Greenville, Texas until 1994. He completed 

his career with Kmart in Houston, retiring in 1998. In 1996 he

remarried, and the couple made their home in Lake Conroe, Texas.

Doyle is survived by his wife, Donna, as well as Karen and four

children, six grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

Thelma Cullings, MA education ’61, born in 1910 in Farmer 

City, Ill, passed away on May 8, 2008. Thelma, a retired high school

teacher, and her husband, John, lived in Orange for many years.

Robert “Bob” Elder, BA ’40, passed away recently, and a memorial

service was held Sept. 13, 2010 at Temple City Christian Church,

where he and his wife, Dorothy, were members for 42 years. As a

Chapman student, he was active in Disciples on Campus, played

violin in the school quartet and played baseball. Bob graduated 

from the University of Southern California with master’s degrees in

theology and education. After four years as a classroom teacher and

completing his counseling certification, he counseled middle school

students until his retirement. For many years, Bob promoted the

Disciples of Christ Founder’s Day, held annually on the Chapman

campus. The family lived in Temple City. He is survived by Dorothy,

his wife of 67 years, as well as three sons and three grandchildren.

Karen “Eileen” (Tilford) Garner, BA music ’65, died in a car

accident on June 14, 2010 while traveling home to Payson, Ariz. 

with her husband, Stan. During her years at Chapman College, 

Eileen was a member of the Madrigals, touring twice to Europe 

with the William Hall Chorale. In addition to Stan, Eileen is survived

by her sister, Mary Ann (Tilford) Logan, BA education ’63.

Glodine Evelyn Kennedy, BA

education ’40, passed away May 22,

2010 in Cerritos. In 1953, Glodine

became the first person of color hired

as a teacher at Barton Hill Elementary

School in San Pedro. Glodine helped

found the South Los Angeles chapter of

Jack and Jill of America, a foundation

committed to empowering African

American youth. She is survived by her

sisters Ernestine Nickerson and Ursuline Beasley, daughter Anise

Jones, six grandchildren and six great-grandchildren

John “Dennis” Nelson, BA economics and business administration

’59, passed away Sept. 25, 2009 at age 73. He was a resident 

of Redlands.

FRIENDS WE WILL MISSCHAPMAN alumni

� Gaylord “Duke” Albright, BA education ’61, MA education ’62,

and Nancy Albright, BA education ’62, are living full time in Kailua-Kona

in Hawaii. Duke enjoys woodworking, while Nancy makes leis from a

special kind of yarn called Angel eyelash. The couple were visited by

Chapman Executive Vice President Sheryl Bourgeois in October. The

Albrights have a strong familial connection to Chapman. Their son Aaron

Albright, BA English ’85, daughter Kristen E. Hill, BA communications

’88, son-in-law Gregory R. Hill, BA English ’93, and goddaughters Allison

Sloane, BS food science ’04, and Nicole E. Sloane, BA communications

’04, all graduated from Chapman.

� Andrew Jorgensen, BA sociology ’08, married Kristen Dillon, 
BS business administration ’07, on June 12, 2010 at The Lodge at 

Torrey Pines in San Diego. Chapman alumni in the wedding party

included maid of honor Jennifer Jessee, BA leadership and

organizational studies ’07, and groomsman Matthew Floryan, BS

business administration, BFA film production ’08. The couple reside 

in Villanova, Pa., where Andrew is in his second year of law school 

and Kristen works for Corinthian Colleges as a business analyst. 
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P A R T I N G  S H O T

Screen acting major Mikandrew Perdaris ’11 kicks up

his wheels during filming of a student production

in Santiago Canyon. So that’s what it means 

when the director yells “Roll ’em.”

Photo by Sarah Lee ’12
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